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Abstract
The sustainable project portfolio selection problem is quite challenging given the different
criteria that need to be taken into account. The aim of this selection is to go beyond the financial
elements and focus more on the impact caused through the actions taken, internally and
externally. In order to generate a proper assessment, it is necessary to combine the subjective
part of sustainability together with the objectivity of scientific methods. In this thesis we propose
a Decision Support Tool based on optimization models to evaluate and select the best set of
sustainable projects. We developed an integrated approach that contains the well-established
methods Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and three different Optimization models. This are:
Mixed Linear Programming, Deterministic Dynamic Programming and Stochastic Dynamic
Programming. We consider four core elements that supports the optimization: decision-making
over multiple time periods, combination of goals, budget constraints and uncertainty in the
projects’ performance. Based on a case study on one of the world’s largest suppliers of athletic
shoes and apparel, this study shows that the proposed models are suitable to solve this problem
and they provide better results than the classic methods. These results serve as support for
decision-makers in selecting the best portfolio that optimizes their sustainable performance.
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Executive Summary
The increased tendency of companies integrating sustainability into their business strategies lead
them to pursuit certain sustainable performance levels every year. It has become clear that best
practices request for integration of environmental factors with the companies’ usual operations,
resulting in a sustainability thinking. However, it is still unclear how to select the best initiatives
that will enhance the companies’ sustainability performance and improve their business strategy.
In this thesis we address the concern of finding efficient methods to solve the sustainable project
portfolio selection, while considering core elements that provide a more realistic approach.
How can the selection of a sustainable portfolio be optimized under a dynamic environment
considering budget constraint, multiple objectives, combinatorial goals, and decision-making
over multiple periods of time?
We solved this problem by conducting a case study at Nike, given that one of their drives is to
create a more sustainable business and they continue to generate new sustainable innovation
initiatives. However, they believe they could make better decisions on their sustainable portfolio
selection.
Methodology
We developed an integrated approach to solve the sustainable project portfolio selection
problem, where we combined the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) with Optimization models
that are translated into a Decision Support Tool. The AHP allows to determine the importance of
the multiple criteria based on the senior management beliefs. Additionally, we proposed two
settings, where the decision-makers choose which to follow: optimization with deterministic
performance or optimization with stochastic performance. The deterministic performance
contains two optimization methods, which are Mixed Integer Linear Programming and
Deterministic Dynamic Programming. The difference between these two is that the latter
considers the influence of the actions taken among the periods of time. The stochastic
performance is modeled through Stochastic Dynamic Programming, which allows to make
decisions while including uncertainty in the projects’ performance. Moreover, we proposed an
integrated framework, in order to increase the process efficiency.
Results
Each of the models was compared to Nike’s former model, in order to verify their efficacy. The
overall outcomes demonstrated to comply with all the scientific and companies’ requirements,
besides showing superior results than the former model. The optimal selection presented a mix of
projects, which means the combinatorial goals were taken into account. For instance, the
combination of project A and B outperforms, the individual effect of project C, while also
considering the monetary constraint. This means that the evaluation at a portfolio level can
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provide significantly better benefits than evaluating the projects individually. Together with this,
the available budget per period affects directly the amount of selected projects, but the
optimization considers the best solution inside each monetary boundary. The SDP model
outcomes proved the advantages of taking into account uncertainty, which led to even better
projects proposals compared to the former model. Additionally, sensitivity analyses were
conducted to observe if the performance outcome is sensitive to the adjusting criteria weights.
The insights is that weights require special attention given that they have a significant effect on
the overall outcome.
We concluded that the proposed DSTs are successful for two reasons: First, the proposed
methods demonstrated to comply with all the requirements and to be superior to Nike’s former
model, based on the portfolio performance provided by the optimization. Second, senior
management has committed to follow up on this tool and implement it in their sustainable project
portfolio selection process.
Scientific Contribution
With this study, our contribution to science is through the design of an integrated approach to
select the optimal sustainable portfolio, based on theoretical and practical methods. This
approach is a combination of AHP and Optimization models (MILP, DDP, and SDP), where the
decision maker can choose which model they find more suitable to solve their project portfolio
selection problem and/or make comparison between the models’ outcomes. The models include
multi-objectives to evaluate different targets simultaneously, which in return allows the
combination of goals to select a mix of projects, a budget restriction that serves as an indicator to
create a trade-off between the best projects and the boundaries, and decision-making over
multiple periods. In addition, the SDP includes stochastic factors in the projects’ performance,
which is relevant given that the sustainability environment is quite uncertain.
Recommendations
Based on the development and analyses of our models, the main recommendations we provide to
the company are the following:




Collect the necessary information from the projects to avoid issues with the evaluation.
Pay special attention to the criteria weights, given that they have a substantial effect on
the overall outcome. Keep them flexible and assess their importance periodically.
Follow the integrated framework to make the process more efficient, and keep track of
the development of the projects. This will bring high benefits to their future decisionmaking.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, business is conducted in far more complex and volatile circumstances than ever
before. Issues such as water shortages, climate change, contaminants, and other environmental
problems demand serious responsiveness and dedicated actions. Together with this, there are
various drivers that are forcing organizations to integrate sustainability practices into their core
businesses (e.g. government legislations, image pressure, among others), in order to protect the
environment and reduce the consumption of natural resources. In business, sustainability is
accounted as “triple bottom line” (TBL) concept of environmental, social, and economic impact.
These elements help evaluate companies’ performance in a broader perspective, which results in
a greater business value.
Due to the awareness to manage sustainable business models, a significant amount of
organizations already began to evolve their business, which means more than just making them
‘greener’(Wu & Pagell, 2011; Norman & MacDonald, 2004).Whereas the rationale for
increasing business sustainability is clear, the process for realization is less certain. Making the
shift towards sustainability, and remaining in such state, requires an openness and willingness to
change the business in fundamental ways (DeLong & Mehalik, 2013). Therefore, organizations
are pursuing the integration of sustainability within their strategic planning process, which yields
a smooth transformation of the strategic goals into actions and initiatives (Khalili et al., 2013).
These can be translated into short-term and long-term projects, which organizations are inclined
to execute in order to enhance their sustainable performance. Nonetheless, it is still unclear
which methods are the most efficient to assess and select the best set of sustainability projects.
Hence, the aim of this thesis is to explore the existing techniques and develop the most
appropriate model that will solve this problem.
In this section we describe the motivation for this research, followed by the theoretical
background, the scope of the study and the methodology used to develop the project. Lastly, we
state the structure of the thesis.

1.1. Motivation for research
The increased tendency of companies integrating sustainability into their business strategies lead
them to pursuit certain sustainable performance levels every year. In order to achieve those
targets, they must choose among a variety of projects which guarantee healthy and profitable
growth and at the same time, are better adapted to the organization’s sustainable objectives
(Carazo, et al., 2009). Additionally, the complexity increases given that a sustainability portfolio
should consider the evaluation of quantitative criteria as well as qualitative criteria. Taking into
account both types of criteria allows capturing the aggregated value.
The common practice is to plan the portfolio selection following a ‘cherry-picking’ approach,
where the candidate projects are scored individually. Then, over one period of time the selection
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is made through a desirable ranking, starting with the highest project until the budget is
exhausted. This approach can be inaccurate for selecting the best subset of projects to fund
because it ignores the interaction between projects, the budget constraint, and the long term
perspective (Gabriel et al., 2006). Therefore, there is a strong interest to obtain a quantitative
approach which considers the combination of criteria targets leading to an interaction of the
projects’ performance. This allows balancing the selection of projects, where more than one
category is considered.
Additionally, given that sustainability portfolio optimization does not end within one time
period, but is rather an on-going process, decision-making over multiple periods should be
integrated. This means that the number of projects engaged over a given time period will dictate
the performance of the sustainability dimensions. The primary results will influence the possible
projects to be selected over the following time period and beyond. Thus, we keep up with the
reasoning that sustainability considers a series of decisions covering several finite periods in the
future.
In real life decision-making, companies have resource restrictions while evaluating and
selecting a regular portfolio, particularly a limited budget. The available budget can vary in each
period and needs to be strategically allocated. This element makes no distinction between project
portfolio selection problems. Hence, it is important to comprise this constraint into the
sustainable portfolio.
Furthermore, the environment of this type of projects is characterized by uncertainty, due to
the nature of the projects. Similarly, since they are usually based on innovation tryouts, it is
difficult to estimate precisely their future performance. Consequently, the results in the long-term
might be relatively different from the defined targets, which means falling short or
outperforming them. Hence, a quantitative approach which considers uncertainty in the decisionmaking will grasp a more realistic portfolio selection problem and will support the final
outcome. Such outcome then recommends the best set of sustainability projects that maximizes
the sustainable portfolio performance. Based on this, decision makers (DMs) indicate which
portfolio suits better their business strategy.
The motivation for this study is to provide companies with a Decision Support Tool (DST)
based on a quantitative model that selects the best set of a sustainable innovation projects in
order to optimize the portfolio performance. We consider four core elements which are relevant
to incorporate in our model in order to solve the described problem. These are:
Combinatorial targets
Multi-periods perspective
Budget constraint
Performance uncertainty
Figure 1-1. Core elements to solve the problem
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In order to illustrate the practical aspects, we adopt the model to a case study at Nike
European Headquarters. By this means, we prove that the approach is appropriate to solve a
sustainable project portfolio problem and can be used to address other decision-making problems
(e.g. supplier selection).

1.2. Theoretical background
In this section we introduce Project Portfolio Management theory, which includes the different
methods that can be used to solve a Project Portfolio Selection problem. Subsequently, we make
a comparison between the methods in order to evaluate their applicability to our research. We
finalize with the identified research gap and derived research questions.
1.2.1.

Project Portfolio Management

Project Portfolio Selection (PPS) involves the selection of a portfolio from available project
proposals, which meets the organization’s stated objectives in a desirable manner without
exceeding available resources or violating other constraints (Archer & Ghasemzadeh, 1999).
One of the main problems companies usually face in PPS is that there are more projects available
for selection than can be undertaken within physical and financial constraints. However, choices
must be made in order to create an effective portfolio that can be implemented in the
organization. In the traditional portfolio selection there are two main assumptions; first, the
purpose of the portfolio is wealth maximization and second, it is only necessary to monitor the
portfolio return and risk level (Steuer, Qi, & Hirschberger, 2005). Nevertheless, this focus is not
effective anymore given that there are other relevant factors that might affect the business. Thus,
companies and investors pursue more than just the economic benefits; they search portfolios that
have an impact in other strategic areas (e.g. help the environment) (Steuer et al., 2005).
Likewise, several authors including Azmi & Tamiz (2010), claim that PPS had evolved, and
additional dimensions are required beyond risk and return in order to assimilate a real portfolio
selection process. The more dimensions included in the analysis of portfolio problems the more
difficult it is to use the traditional methods. But at the same time, a more realistic approach can
be reached. This leads to an increase in the complexity of the decision-making process, where
decision makers cannot longer solve the problem by only using mental models, past experiences
or intuition. Kumar (2015) states that the human mind is not capable of perceiving in all details
more than seven parameters, on average, at a time. In consequence, there has been an increased
interest in quantitative methods/techniques that can integrate mathematical models with multiple
objectives, diverse criteria and multiple constraints to find optimal solutions. Optimization is a
process by which the most favorable trade-off between competing interests is determined subject
to the constraints faced in any decision-making process (Azmi & Tamiz, 2010).
We reviewed models that are used to solve the PPS problem in order to find its applicability
to our problem. First we describe the categories, where each considers different methods. The
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methods usage depends on the characteristics of the problem and the available data.
Subsequently, we compare between the techniques by taking into consideration diverse
attributes. Lastly, we state the selection of the most suitable method.
1.2.2. Project Portfolio Selection methods
Literature revealed diverse methods that can be used to estimate, evaluate, and choose project
portfolios. Researchers have divided the techniques to solve the PPS problem into several
categories. These techniques/methods can vary depending on the case, the objectives and the
available data. In this section we summarize each of the categories advantages and drawbacks
regarding the inclusion of the required elements of our problem. Refer to Appendix A for a more
detailed description. The categories are the following:
A. Benefit contribution models
B. Scoring models
C. Unique synthesis criterion
approach

D. Outranking methods
E. Optimization models
F. Simulation optimization

A. Benefit Contribution models - Even though economic return is a core objective for
companies, since some decades ago companies are pursuing objectives beyond the economic
benefits. These types of methods are not quite convenient to integrate sustainability into the
portfolio selection, given that they only consider financial benefits (Archer & Ghasemzadeh,
1999).
B. Scoring models - Some advantages of these approaches are the permission to integrate
qualitative and quantitative attributes, and their easiness to understand and use. On the other
hand, the drawbacks are they do not consider situations where selection of one project
influences the desirability of another (Archer & Ghasemzadeh, 1999). The projects are
assessed individually and they are not flexible enough to include additional decision criteria
that would make the models more applicable to real-case problems.
C. Unique synthesis criterion approach - The advantages of these methods are that they allow
the integration of quantitative and qualitative attributes, and they are systematic, easy to use
and understand. The drawbacks are the reduction to single-criterion problems which are not
realistic and the reduction to a single abstract value results in loss of useful information.
Also, the results might be biased due to the highly subjective information. Lastly, these
models aim to rank the project set and assume the projects are independent, which is not
always true (Carazo, et al., 2009).
D. Outranking methods - The advantages for using these models are that they are easy to use
and they result in more balanced recommendations compared to unique synthesis criterion.
The drawback is that the procedure used to generate the final ranking does not always result
in a complete ranking of alternatives. Also, the complexity makes them less transparent given
that in some cases one or more alternatives cannot be ranked or are partial ranked (Zardari et
al., 2014).
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E. Optimization models - The advantages are that mathematical programming approaches
maximize overall portfolio objectives and they allow interdependencies, evaluation of
multiple criteria and other constraints on projects (Martino & Martin, 1988). Additionally,
the drawbacks are that these approaches require a lot of data which may not be available and
they do not provide evaluation of non-tangible criteria (e.g. consumers’ experience).
However, in order to mitigate the latter, they can be used in conjunction with other
approaches to transform qualitative data into quantitative.
F. Simulation optimization - The advantages are that the models can incorporate different types
of uncertainty and the outcomes are considered more than statistical estimations (Carson &
Maria, 1997). The negative side of these methods is the computational time required to find
solutions of a reasonably high quality.
We generated a comparison among the methods in order to capture which one(s) are suitable
for the problem in question. Section 1.2.3 summarizes the comparison and the decision of the
techniques that are used to solve our problem.
1.2.3. Comparison and Decision of PPS method
The methods in section 1.2.2 could support decision makers in creating an effective portfolio;
however, it depends on their main concerns and the approach they want to follow. In our case,
we need to consider the core elements of the Sustainable PPS problem and the necessity of a
flexible method that is capable of including criteria beyond the economic value. Therefore, we
generated a comparison for some of the most used methods in this type of problem based on the
attributes relevant for our study, e.g. multi-objectives, project interdependence, resource
limitations, and number of projects, among others. In order to look at the complete list and the
evaluation refer to Appendix B, and to see the attributes description consult Appendix C.
Through this comparison we have an overview of the possible methods that consider the
fundamental elements required to develop a solution for the described problem.
Additionally, it is important that the model can be translated into a Decision Support Tool
(DST), which is an interactive, flexible and adaptable computer-based information system,
specially developed for supporting the solution of a non-structured management problem for
improved decision making (Turban, 1986). This is significant due to the aid it will provide to the
senior managers in selecting the projects that will maximize their sustainable portfolio
performance.
Furthermore, the literature indicates that the category ‘Optimization models’ contains the
methods that match with almost all the required characteristics. These methods are Mixed Integer
Linear Programming (MILP), Goal Programming (GP) and Dynamic Programming (DP).
Consult Appendix D for the models’ description.
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Methods
MILP
GP
DP

Multiobjective

x
x

Quantitative
&
Qualitative
criteria
x
x
x

Evaluate
projects’
interaction

Resource
constraints
(budget)

Evaluate in
multiple
periods

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

Estimates
uncertainty

x

Table 1-1.Key characteristics for the Optimization models

Table 1.1 reviews each of the optimization models making emphasis in the core elements of
the problem in question. The difference among these models is that GP and DP cover all the
attributes; however, they consider different approaches to evaluate and select projects. For
instance in the inclusion of uncertainty, GP is translated into Fuzzy Goal Programming (FGP)
and DP is transformed into Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP). Refer to Appendix E for a
description of the advantages and drawbacks of these two models. After reviewing the core
elements in both methods, together with their pros and cons, SDP seems more suitable to solve
our decision-making problem under uncertainty. However, through this method the potential
hurdles that can be presented are the “curse of dimensionality” and encoding the model into a
decision support tool.
Following from Table 1.1 DP can also be modelled without uncertainty and this leads us to a
Deterministic Dynamic Programming (DDP) model where all the parameters are known
beforehand. Besides a DDP model, we suggest a MILP model, in order to consider a second
efficient alternative with a user-friendly applicable interface. This model allows the assessment
based on two focuses: minimization of cost or maximization of utility. In general, when
companies need to make investment decisions, costs containment remains the top priority.
However, this focus does not always bring the highest benefits, given that the minimization of
cost provides the utility of fewer projects. Hence, to generate insights of this matter, we develop
and present both focuses to select the optimal portfolio.
Based on the literature review of the three methods, it is relevant to demonstrate the diverse
potential conditions and options a DM could face. Therefore, in Chapter 2 we provide two
possible settings for the decision makers. First, if the DMs are interested to solve the
Sustainability PPS problem considering deterministic information and multiple periods, we
suggest a MILP model and a DDP model. Second, we propose a SDP model, where the
assessment takes into account uncertainty in the projects’ performance throughout multiple
periods of time.

1.3. Research Gap
Literature revealed diverse approaches to evaluate and achieve an effective regular project
portfolio selection. However, limited attention has been paid to the issue of how to integrate
sustainability into portfolio management decision making (Brook & Pagnanelli, 2014). This
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matter should be addressed due to the increasing tendency of companies to develop sustainability
projects, where it is necessary to select the best portfolio that maximizes their business.
There are few recent empirical studies that already analyzed this problem with the objective
of incorporating the social and environmental dimensions into the decision-making (KhaliliDamghani et al. 2013; Sanchez, 2015; Vandaele & Decouttere, 2013; Brook & Pagnanelli,
2014). However, the methods presented in these studies followed a single-criterion approach,
where subjectivity is the basic element for portfolio selection, and most of them are closely
related to the ‘cherry-picking’ method (Gabriel et al., 2006). To the best of our knowledge,
literature has not yet discussed the potential involvement of optimization models as a Decision
Support Tool in order to select the best set of sustainability projects. Additionally, there is no
research about the blend effect of the core elements considered in this study, i.e. the selection of
projects over time, the divergent variations in the projects performance, combinatorial targets
plus budget constraints. Based on the theoretical background, the selected methods seem quite
appropriate for developing and solving a Sustainable Project Portfolio problem. Therefore, there
are great opportunities for further research using these methods.
Hereafter, there is an existing gap in research regarding the usage of optimization models as a
means to solve the sustainable project portfolio selection problem.
Research questions
Based on the motivation of this study and the identified research gap, the following research
question is derived:
How can the selection of a sustainable portfolio be optimized under a dynamic environment
considering budget constraint, multiple objectives, combinatorial goals, and decision-making
over multiple periods of time?
In order to solve the main research question, we define four sub-questions:
1. What is the current performance of the portfolio selection process?
2. Which approach is required in order to effectively select sustainable projects?
3. How can the criteria be incorporated into the optimal selection of a sustainable portfolio?
4. How to integrate the Decision Support Tool into the existing model and what is the
impact on the portfolio selection performance?
Answering these questions lead us to capture the real essence of the problem and understand the
interaction with real-life scenarios. Moreover, we are able to generate scientific contributions and
provide insights to companies that are implementing sustainability in their supply chains.
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1.4. Project scope
In order to set the limits to our focus, the type of candidate projects considered are those related
to the environmental performance within supply chain management of the apparel industry,
which is measured through the following KPI’s:
1. Distribution Center (DC) Waste/Unit (gram) – all materials disposed of the DC which
are not sold as product to customers (includes landfilled, recycled, composted, and
waste to energy incineration). The performance is measured by dividing the total
gram of waste by the total number of shipped units.
2. Inbound CO2/Unit (gram)
3. Outbound CO2/Unit (gram)
The last two indicators cover the emission performance of the inbound and outbound
logistics, which are defined as the transportation from the DC to the customer. These indicators
are estimated by dividing the total emissions by the total number of shipped units.

1.5. Methodology
In order to solve the thesis problem described in section 1.1 and provide answers to the research
questions, we follow a 6-step methodology which is based on the research techniques advised by
Bertrand & Fransoo (2002). These techniques consider quantitative model-based research that
may capture the decision-making from managers in real-life operational processes. In the present
master thesis, information from a case study is used to assess quantitative modelling as a mean to
make decisions in a sustainable portfolio selection problem. Even though it is tested in a
particular problem, the aim is to obtain generic results that serve as theory building and support
the application in other cases. As a result, a 6-step methodology was derived considering the
usage of empirical quantitative research and Mitroff et al. (1974) model (See Appendix F). The
methodology is illustrated in Fig. 1.2.
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Validation

Integrated
Approach

Figure 1-2. Methodology of this master thesis project

1. Conceptualization: The problem is formulated based on the review of research gap
identified on literature, and on the requirements of the case study. Also, the decision
variables, the scope of the model and the method are determined.
2. Evaluation of multi-criteria: Usage of a method to capture the decision makers’
preferences regarding the objectives.
3. Construction of mathematical model: In this step the quantitative model is presented in
mathematical terms, including objectives and constraints.
4. Development of DST: The model is translated into a Decision Support Tool to help
managers in the decision-making of their sustainable projects.
5. Assessment of model in real-life problem: The model is assessed by means of former
projects. The results are going to be analyzed and compared with the outcomes of
previous models.
6. Sensitivity analysis: The model tests alternative assumptions in order to evaluate the
effectiveness of the outcomes and the impact of variables.
Steps 2 and 3 are aggregated in a phase called integrated approach, which combines two
methods in order to assess the multiple criteria and the mathematical optimization model for the
project selection. The validation phase is formed by the last two steps to evaluate the
effectiveness of the model, through historical data and a sensitivity analysis.

1.6. Integrated Approach
This section describes the two-steps approach that combines a method to assess multiple criteria
and a mathematical optimization model to select the best set of sustainable projects.
In the first step of the integrated approach, analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is used to
evaluate the criteria involved in the sustainable project selection process. AHP helps to assign a
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subjective weight to each of the criterion and sub-criterion in a hierarchical way using pairwise
comparison matrices. This will allow to capture the decision-makers’ preferences regarding the
importance of the criteria/objectives.
In the second step, in order to exhibit different settings in decision-making, we formulate
three optimization models considering the core elements of this thesis. In these models, we
integrate the AHP weights to address the multi-criteria presented on the problem in order to
obtain the optimal decision in the future time periods, where the environment can be stochastic
or deterministic.

1.7. Thesis Structure
In Chapter 2, we address the research question No.2 by providing three models to evaluate and
select the best set of projects that will enhance the sustainable portfolio performance. The models
are divided in two settings: deterministic and stochastic performance. As well, we introduce the
AHP method to generate the criteria weights that capture the senior management preferences.
This provides the answer to question No. 3.In Chapter 3 we introduce the Nike case study in
order to recognize their current situation and their requirements. Additionally, we describe the
elicitation process used to obtain the probability distribution for the SDP model, and we identify
the model adaptations to the specific case study. Moreover, we present the results from the
models in Chapter 4 making a comparison with Nike’s former model, this allows to very their
efficacy on the selection of sustainable projects and generate insights. Through this, we answer
question No. 1 and the second part of question No. 4. In Chapter 5, we suggest an execution
approach together with a decision-making process, which allows to address the first part of
question No.4. Lastly, we conclude by stating the scientific contribution of our research, the
business insights, recommendations and potential future research.
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2. Optimal Sustainable Portfolio Selection Models
In this chapter we describe the optimization models that solve our Sustainable Project Portfolio
Selection Problem. Decision makers usually seek for high quality solutions that are not costly
and are close to profitable results, simultaneously. Therefore, in order to provide the DMs with
different alternatives, we develop two settings. Both involve the projects evaluation over
multiple periods of time; however, the first one is formulated upon known data of the future
state, and the second one relies on randomness of future events. Additionally, in various
circumstances the deterministic models are sufficient to generate suitable solutions.
We introduce first the basic mathematical formulation of our problem, followed by the
description of the criteria ranking. Subsequently, we state the models included in each setting,
and lastly, we provide the findings derived from the models.

2.1. Introduction to the Sustainable Project Portfolio Selection Problem
Let 𝑇 be the number of periods in a discrete planning horizon over which the sustainable projects
are evaluated. The number of different projects are denoted by 𝐽 and enumerated in a fixed
order, 1,2, … , 𝐽. The decisions are represented by a binary parameter 𝑥𝑗𝑡 , 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, which
states if the 𝑗𝑡ℎ project is selected (1) or not (0) at period 𝑡. The set of the potential decisions is
represented by 𝑥⃗𝑡 , 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇. We use 𝑐𝑗 , 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 to represent the incurred investment cost of each
project 𝑗. In order to simplify our models, we assume the costs are fixed and determined at the
beginning of the planning horizon. Furthermore the amount of available resource, in this case the
sustainability budget per period is denoted by 𝛼𝑡 , where we are led to a constraint of the form
∑𝑡∈𝑇 ∑𝑗∈𝐽(𝑐𝑗 ∙ 𝑥𝑗𝑡 ) ≤ 𝛼𝑡 ,

(2.1)

with 𝑥𝑗𝑡 ∈ {0,1}, ∀ 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇
The set of non-financial and financial criteria is referred as 𝐼, and each criterion 𝑖 is presented
in different units. Thus, we assign a weight (𝑤𝑖 ) to the criteria based on their importance which
allows the comparison of the diverse criteria. Moreover, there is a benefit associated to each 𝑗𝑡ℎ
⃗⃗𝑗 and representing the vector of criteria as 𝑘
⃗⃗𝑗 = (𝑘1𝑗 , 𝑘2𝑗 , … , 𝑘𝐼𝑗 )
project, which is denoted as 𝑘
𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼. The general problem can be seen as a knapsack problem, in which the objective is to
maximize the total return considering the knapsack size limitation.
The Sustainable Portfolio is composed by a set of projects, which provide a total utility
𝑢𝑡 (𝑥⃗𝑡 ) at period 𝑡 with the following equation
𝑢𝑡 (𝑥⃗𝑡 ) = ∑𝑖∈𝐼 ∑𝑗∈𝐽( 𝑘𝑖𝑗 ∙ 𝑤𝑖 ) ∙ 𝑥𝑗𝑡

∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

(2.2)
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By means of the selected set of projects, the aim is to obtain a utility that attains or exceeds the
targets 𝑧𝑖 linked to each of the criterion 𝑖, where the subset of targets is denoted by 𝑧⃗. The
resulted performance of the selected projects is represented by 𝑣⃗ = (𝑣1 , 𝑣2 , …,𝑣𝐼 ), 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, which
refers to the acquired criteria benefits. We can express the individual criterion benefit as follows
𝑣𝑖 (𝑥⃗𝑡 ) = ∑𝑗∈𝐽( 𝑘𝑖𝑗 ∙ 𝑥𝑗𝑡 )

∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼

(2.3)

The common notation is summarized in Table 2.1 and we introduce the specific notation in
each model description.
𝑇
𝐽
𝐼
𝛼𝑡
𝑥⃗𝑡
𝑐𝑗
⃗⃗𝑗
𝑘

Set of time periods in the planning horizon
Set of sustainability projects
Set of criteria
Available budget per period 𝑡
Set of projects to be selected in period 𝑡, 𝑥⃗𝑡 = (𝑥1𝑡 . 𝑥2𝑡 , … , 𝑥𝐽𝑡 ), ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇
Investment cost per project 𝑗, ∀ 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐽

𝑤𝑖
𝑢𝑡 (𝑥⃗𝑡 )
𝑧⃗
𝑣⃗

Weight assigned to 𝑖 th criterion.
Utility from selecting the set of projects 𝑥⃗𝑡 at period 𝑡
Set of criteria targets, 𝑧⃗ = (𝑧1 , 𝑧2 ,…, 𝑧𝐼 ), ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼
Resulted portfolio performance by criteria actual benefits, 𝑣⃗ = (𝑣1 , 𝑣2 , …,𝑣𝐼 ), ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼

Set of criteria benefits for project 𝑗, 𝑘⃗⃗𝑗 = (𝑘1𝑗 , 𝑘2𝑗 ,…, 𝑘𝐼𝑗 ) , ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼

Table 2-1 General Notation

2.2. Criteria ranking using AHP
The methodology to select the set of criteria to evaluate the sustainability projects is out of
scope. However, we describe a methodology to rank the criteria, which allows the integration
into the optimization models presented in the following sections.
Once the set of criteria for assessing the sustainability projects is identified, we decided to
apply Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) in order to determine the importance of each criterion
involved in the project portfolio selection. Through this multi-criteria decision method based on
pairwise comparison, we can obtain the relative subjective weights for qualitative and
quantitative factors.
Özdemir (2013) suggests to follow five main steps for an AHP: first, define the problem and
decompose the problem in order to obtain a hierarchic structure. Then construct pairwise
comparison matrices for each criterion in the hierarchy comparing with respect to the upper level
criterion, measure the consistency of those matrices and calculate the weights of all criteria of the
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hierarchy. Finally, to synthesize the results in order to obtain overall score or global weight of
the criteria named as alternatives appearing in the bottom of the hierarchy.
Besides capturing the managers’ beliefs and their importance to the business strategy, these
weights also allow expressing the different criteria in common units. Therefore, it is important
that the weights are scaled. A detailed mathematical formulation is found in Appendix G.

2.3. Deterministic Performance
In this section, we introduce the models to solve the Sustainability PPS problem when the
projects’ performance is known and the evaluation takes into account multiple periods over time.
In order to optimize this type of problem we present two models with different perspective, first
a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation, followed by a Deterministic Dynamic
Programming (DDP) formulation.
Mixed Integer Linear Programming Formulation
As mention in section 1.2.3 through this model we can choose between two of objectives, the
first is to minimize the cost and the second is to maximize the utility. In both cases, it is essential
to reach the targets and to be inside the boundaries of the budget capacity.
Minimization of cost
The objective is to minimize the total investment cost subject to resources and targets constraints.
The optimization refers to the cost and the targets must to be met through the constraints 2.5,
which allows the attainment of the targets through a lower cost. However the model will not
search for more utility than needed. Therefore, the resulting mathematical problem is
𝐌𝐢𝐧 𝑐(𝑥⃗) = ∑𝑗∈𝐽 ∑𝑡∈𝑇( 𝑐𝑗 ∙ 𝑥𝑗𝑡 )

(2.4)

Subject to
𝑣⃗ ≥ 𝑧⃗,

(2.5)

𝑥𝑗𝑡 ∈ {0,1}

∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

(2.6)

∑𝑡∈𝑇 𝑥𝑗𝑡 ≤ 𝑝𝑗

∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽

(2.7)

Constraints (2.5) ensure that the performance of the selected projects achieve the criteria
targets. Constraints (2.6) limit the selection through a binary number, where 1 refers to a
complete investment in project 𝑗. Lastly, constraints (2.7) ensure the amount of times a project
can be selected over the time periods, we denote this by 𝑝𝑗 , ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽. For instance, if 𝑝𝑗 = 1 means
that project 𝑗 can only be selected once.
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Maximization of utility
The alternative is to maximize the total utility function 𝑢(𝑥⃗), where the constraints are similar as
the foregoing model, except of constraints (2.10) that force the total investment cost of the
selected projects to stay below the budget capacity. Thus, the assumptions concerning
independence of the sustainability projects and additivity of the associated utilities lead to the
following expression for the total utility of the project portfolio problem considering all periods
𝑢(𝑥⃗) = 𝑢1 (𝑥⃗1 ) + 𝑢2 (𝑥⃗2 )+, … , +𝑢𝑇 (𝑥⃗𝑇 ),

∀𝑡 ∈𝑇

(2.8)

The resulting MILP model is
𝐌𝐚𝐱 𝑢(𝑥⃗) = ∑𝑖∈𝐼 ∑𝑗∈𝐽( 𝑘𝑖𝑗 ∙ 𝑤𝑖 ) ∙ ∑𝑡∈𝑇 𝑥𝑗𝑡

(2.9)

Subject to
∑𝑡𝜖𝑇 ∑𝑗∈𝐽(𝑐𝑗 ∙ 𝑥𝑗𝑡 ) ≤ 𝛼𝑡 ,

∀𝑡 ∈𝑇

𝑣⃗ ≥ 𝑧⃗,

(2.10)
(2.11)

𝑥𝑗𝑡 ∈ {0,1}

∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

(2.12)

∑𝑡∈𝑇 𝑥𝑗𝑡 ≤ 𝑝𝑗

∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽

(2.13)

MILP is a powerful optimization model that can be applied successfully to very large
portfolio selection problems. It serves to solve problems with many variables and constraints,
which it is occasionally too difficult for other optimization models. Additionally, due to its
efficiency to evaluate and select alternative projects, we suggest this model as a user-friendly
applicable approach. Moreover, the MILP is formulated for a multi-objective problem, where
several criteria such as environmental, social or economic can be integrated through weighted
scores. Commonly this model is constructed for single stage problems. However, we suggest an
approach with an available budget per period in order to have the evaluation and selection of
projects in multi-periods. By this means, the decision makers can choose which projects to
execute in each period in order to optimize their sustainable portfolio performance. The
disadvantage is that the factors are fixed and are not able to be used in the following periods (e.g.
the remaining budget).
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Deterministic Dynamic Programming Formulation
In this section we formulate the sustainable portfolio selection problem as a dynamic program,
which breaks long-term horizon problems into a group of smaller problems. These can be solved
in a recursive manner in order to find the optimal solution.
In our dynamic model, the objective is to maximize the expected utility 𝑢𝑡 (𝑥⃗𝑡 ) of a
sustainability portfolio, where the investment decisions are based on the known projects’
performance. The time for the decision-making is divided into equal length multi-periods; such
that period 𝑡 corresponds to the time slot between time 𝑡 − 1 and time 𝑡. We let the horizon be
the set of all discrete points in time and we denote as 𝜏 = {0,1, … , 𝑇}, where 𝑇 is the end of the
horizon. In portfolio selection, the periods are normally represented by years, semesters, or
quarters intervals.
At each stage there are various possible conditions in which the system might be, these are
called states. We let the state of the problem in period 𝑡 be described by vector 𝑠𝑡 = (𝛼𝑡 , 𝑦⃗𝑡 ), 𝑡 ∈
𝑇, where 𝛼𝑡 is the amount of available budget and 𝑦⃗𝑡 refers to the set of available projects for
investment. The decision associated with the sustainable portfolio selection problem is to
determine which projects are selected at each time period. Let 𝑥⃗𝑡 = (𝑥1𝑡 . 𝑥2𝑡 , … , 𝑥𝐽𝑡 ), 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇
be the vector of projects to be selected.
To reduce complexity, we formulate the problem as a dynamic program using a recursive
optimization procedure. This built upon the principle of optimality, which indicates that an
optimal sequence of decisions for multi-periods problem has the property that, regardless of the
current state 𝑠𝑡 and current decision 𝑥⃗𝑡 , all subsequent decisions must be optimal, given the state
𝑠𝑡+1 resulting from the current decision (Bellman, 2015). For our problem, the objective-value
function is denoted as 𝑓𝑡 (𝛼𝑡 , 𝑦⃗𝑡 ), 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, which means the maximum achievable utility from
selecting projects from period 𝑡 until the end of the time horizon 𝑇, when available budget is at 𝛼
and the available set of projects are 𝑦⃗. In order to solve the problem, we use the backward
induction process, where the first stage to be analyzed is the final stage of the problem and
problems are solved moving back one stage at a time until all stages are included.
Thus, we start by computing the remaining budget after the end of the planning horizon
(period 𝑇 + 1). In equation 2.14, we denote the remaining budget as 𝛼𝑇 − 𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑇 ), which is the
result from period 𝑇. Then, we compute the remaining money together with a multiplier, 𝜀. The
multiplier allows making a distinction between projects, where if we have a substantial multiplier
number, the tool selects the projects that contribute to the attainment of the targets and at the
same time consider staying with a greater amount of budget. In other words, we take into account
projects with lower costs, but with performance achieving higher than the stated targets.
We consider a different available budget per period, where the remaining budget from period
𝑡 is transfer to period 𝑡 + 1 and it is summed up to the new budget 𝛿𝑡+1 . The updating budget is
represented by 𝛼𝑡+1 = 𝛼𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡+1 − 𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑡 ). Furthermore, we compute the optimal-value function at
the previous stage. This is the last period 𝑇, where we determine for each state of budget and
available projects, the corresponding utility associated with each possible combination of
projects (decision). For each state, we select the set of projects that maximizes the utility.
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However, in this last stage, we force the selected projects to attain the criteria targets, 𝑧⃗, refer to
equation 2.15.We let 𝑣⃗𝑇+1 represent the vector of the acquired criteria benefits based on the
selected projects at the end of the planning horizon. This means that after the decision-making
period, these results are forced to achieve or exceed the criteria targets.
In the first period we consider the initial states, which is the amount of budget on hand and
all projects are available. For this state, we select the set of projects that maximized the utility
and the remaining budget and remaining projects must be allocated optimally among the options
in stage 𝑡 + 1, this refers to 𝑓𝑡+1 (∙) in equation 2.16.
The deterministic recurrence relationship is given by
𝑓𝑇+1 (∙) = (𝛼 𝑇 − 𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑇 )) ∙ 𝜀

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 𝑇 + 1

(2.14)

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 𝑇
𝑓𝑇 (𝛼 𝑇 , 𝑦⃗𝑇 ) =

max

0≤𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑇 )≤𝛼𝑇+1
𝑥⃗𝑇 ∈{0,1}∀𝑗=1,…,𝐽
⃗⃗𝑇
𝑥⃗𝑇 ≤𝑦
⃗⃗𝑇+1 ≥𝑍⃗
𝑣

{𝑢 𝑇 (𝑥⃗𝑇 ) + 𝑓𝑇+1 (𝛼 𝑇+1 , 𝑦⃗𝑇 − 𝑥⃗𝑇 )}

(2.15)

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝛼 𝑇+1 = 𝛼 𝑇 + 𝛿𝑇+1 − 𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑇 )
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇 − 1
𝑓𝑡 (𝛼𝑡 , 𝑦⃗𝑡 ) =

max

{𝑢𝑡 (𝑥⃗𝑡 ) + 𝑓𝑡+1 (𝛼𝑡+1 , 𝑦⃗𝑡 − 𝑥⃗𝑡 )}

0≤𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑡 )≤𝛼𝑡+1
𝑥⃗𝑡 ∈{0,1}∀𝑗=1,…,𝐽
⃗⃗𝑡
𝑥⃗𝑡 ≤𝑦

(2.16)

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝛼𝑡+1 = 𝛼𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡+1 − 𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑡 )

The rest of the constraints in equation 2.15-2.16, force the total cost to be restricted by the
available budget. Also, ensure the decision 𝑥⃗𝑡 is based on binary numbers, to consider funding
projects fully. Lastly, ensure the selected projects 𝑥⃗𝑡 at period 𝑡 consider the available set of
projects for investment𝑦⃗𝑡 from period 𝑡 + 1 to the end of the planning horizon.
Moreover, Fig. 2.1 provides a graphical illustration equivalent to the previous DP
formulation. As we solve the problem using a backward dynamic programming, in stage (𝑇 + 1)
we compute for each final state the terminal value function. Then, we step back one time period
computing the value function for all states, where we choose the projects 𝑥⃗𝑡 that will maximize
the total utility over the remaining stages. In this way, in the end we will have calculated the
value function at stage 1, which is the optimal value of the problem. The algorithm to solve this
problem is specified in Appendix H.
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Figure 2-1. Graphical illustration of the stages of a DP formulation

We developed a DDP model given that it is a very useful technique for making sequence of
interrelated decisions. It highlights the trade-off between obtaining current utility and altering the
opportunities to obtain utility in the future. While the time dimension is often neglected in
optimization procedures such as a classical linear or nonlinear programming. DDP determines
state-dependent optimal decisions that vary over time. This attribute is important to our problem,
given that sets of sustainability projects can be evaluated and selected over several periods in the
future. Moreover, the DDP model can be sighted as a useful “first approximation” scheme to
human decision making (Bhowmik, 2010). This means it is useful to translate it into a Decision
Support Tool that will aid senior management to effectively select sustainable projects.

2.4. Stochastic Performance
In this section we incorporate the stochastic elements into the DP model previously described.
The essential difference between the stochastic models to be discussed in this section and the
prior deterministic model is that the state resulting from a decision is not predetermined. This can
be described by a known probability distribution function that depends on the initial state and the
decision taken.
Decision makers generally face situations in which they need to make decisions with many
uncertainties concerning the consequences of these decisions over multiple periods of time. In
our case, managers need to select the sustainability projects without knowing their real end
performance, which means there might be variations in the outcomes. Although the future may
be uncertain, in general, it is possible to estimate probability distributions for all possible
outcomes associated with the decision (Denardo, 2012).
Stochastic Dynamic Programming Formulation
The issue to be resolved in this model is which projects to select during the first period and,
depending on the outcomes in the first period, which projects to select during the second period,
and so on. The objective of the selection is to maximize the expected utility. Based on the current
state and the current decision, the system might go to several different states on stage 𝑡 + 1. The
states that characterize our problem at period 𝑡 are the available budget, 𝛼𝑡 , the available set of
projects for investment, 𝑦⃗𝑡 and the projects’ performance (utility, 𝑢𝑡 ). To determine the optimalvalue function, let 𝑓𝑡 (𝛼𝑡 , 𝑦⃗𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡 ) be the expected maximum achievable utility from selecting
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projects at the beginning of period 𝑡 until the end of the planning horizon when available budget
is at 𝛼𝑡 , the available set of projects is 𝑦⃗𝑡 and utility is at 𝑢𝑡 .
Furthermore, the utility 𝑢𝑡 performance involves some uncertainty from one period to
another before its realization, which is associated with a defined probability distribution. We
assign a probability, 𝑝, to the utility realized above the defined targets in the next period. On the
other hand, we assign a probability, 𝑞, for a realization below the targets. The materialization of
the projects’ performance can be estimated from historical data of completed projects.
We incorporate uncertainty given that sustainability environment implicates a substantial
amount of ambiguous elements that need to be considered when modelling the problem. Thus,
due to the unknown utility at the end of each period, we must optimize the expected utility over
the stages of the problem, taking into account the sequence in which decisions are made and the
outcomes of the utilities become known to the system. In order to determine the optimal policy,
we apply backward induction, similar to the deterministic approach. The optimal policy is
characterized by the best decision for each possible state at any period.
To solve our problem we start the backward induction process at stage 𝑇 + 1. At the end of
the planning horizon in equation 2.17 the potential utility is evaluated with a loss function ℒ(𝑧⃗),
in order to find the proper balance between the achievement and underachievement of the criteria
targets. This balance is estimated together with a distribution function of the random variable,
which we denote as 𝑔(𝑣𝑖 ). In addition, to model the portfolio success, it is assumed that the
portfolio requires a certain level of performance (targets) denoted by 𝑧⃗. The more the resulted
performance surpasses the targets, the portfolio will yield a higher reward, 𝑟. On the other hand,
a greater underachievement will receive a higher penalty, 𝑏. Consequently, this is added up to the
remaining budget after selecting the projects, which is quantified together with the multiplier, 𝜀 .
As mentioned in DDP model, a higher multiplier number generates a significant difference,
which allows the selection of projects that contribute to the attainment of the targets but at a
lower cost.
The equation 2.18 evaluates the periods in between the end and the first period. We compute
the resulting state based on: the available budget, the available projects and the unknown utility.
For each period the decisions are based on the maximum of this estimation. We refer to the
available budget as 𝛼𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡+1 − 𝐶(𝑥⃗⃗𝑡 ), where the remaining money from previous period is
transfer to next period and used together with the new available budget 𝛿𝑡+1 . This could enable
the selection of more projects in period 𝑡 + 1. As well, the available projects are represented
by 𝑦⃗𝑡 − 𝑥⃗𝑡 , to consider the projects that were already selected. We let 𝑈(𝑥⃗𝑡 ) be the random
variable denoting the projects’ performance (utility) that results from the projects selection 𝑥⃗⃗𝑡 at
period 𝑡, where the realized utility is observed at the beginning of period 𝑡 + 1. The
materialization is described by a known probability distribution function, 𝑔(𝑣𝑖 ) , which depends
on the initial state and the decision taken. In other words, for every projected realization of the
random variable we culminate in a different state at the end of the period, which is associated
with the next period. Another decision is made at that period based on the portfolio at hand, and
taking into account the subsequent possible outcomes of the random variables. Once, the
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optimal-value function for these stages has been determined, we continue in a similar manner to
determine the optimal-value function at prior stages.
The optimal-value function for our sustainability project portfolio selection with uncertainty
is defined in the following recursive form
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑇 + 1

⃗⃗𝑇 )) ∙ 𝜀 + ℒ 𝑇+1 (𝑧⃗)
𝑓𝑇+1 (∙) = (𝛼 𝑇 − 𝐶(𝑥
∞

(2.17)
𝑧

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 ℒ 𝑇+1 (𝑧⃗) = ∑𝑖∈𝐼 [𝑟𝑖 ∫𝑣 =𝑧 (𝑣𝑖 − 𝑧𝑖 ) ∙ 𝑤𝑖 d𝑔(𝑣𝑖 ) − 𝑏𝑖 ∫𝑣 𝑖=0(𝑧𝑖 − 𝑣𝑖 ) ∙ 𝑤𝑖 d𝑔(𝑣𝑖 )]
𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇
𝑓𝑡 (𝛼𝑡 , 𝑦⃗𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡 ) =

max

0≤𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑡 )≤𝛼𝑡+1
𝑥⃗𝑡 ∈{0,1}∀𝑗=1,…,𝐽
⃗⃗𝑡
𝑥⃗𝑡 ≤𝑦

{𝔼[𝑓𝑡+1 (𝛼𝑡+1 , 𝑦⃗𝑡 − 𝑥⃗𝑡 , 𝑈(𝑥⃗𝑡 ))]}

(2.18)

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝛼𝑡+1 = 𝛼𝑡 +𝛿𝑡+1 − 𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑡 )

At the present, time = 1, we consider the starting state with budget 𝛼𝑡 , all the projects
available and with no utility on hand. The constraints of 2.18 limit the costs of the selected
projects to be lower than the available budget ensure the decision 𝑥⃗𝑡 to be a binary variable, and
force to select projects different from the ones selected in previous stages. Fig. 2.2.depicts a
basic structure when uncertainty is integrated into the decision-making of a dynamic program.
This illustrates that the decision taken in the current period have an effect on the potential
outcomes at the next period, which are associated with a probability. The algorithm to solve this
problem is specified in Appendix I. In a general model, the state space of the utility outcomes
can be infinite. We return to this statement in section 3.3, where we recommend a finite-discrete
state space.

Figure 2-2.Basic structure incorporating uncertainty into DP
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The SDP is an optimization model that finds a strategy that balances current rewards with
future stochastic opportunities. The increasing complexities and inherent uncertainties in the
business environment have led to the need of mathematical models supporting the decision
making process. Most optimization models developed so far have been single-stage or singleperiod models, that is to say to the case where the decision making process and the foresight
future events are restricted to a single time period. Therefore, it is important to notice that
through this model we are able to solve a sustainable project portfolio problem whose future
uncertain events are spread over several periods. Furthermore, SDP has potential applications in
the sustainability field, for instance it allows the incorporation of the triple bottom line elements
by maximizing several objectives simultaneously using complex tradeoffs in the utility function
(Marescot, et al., 2013). By this means, we can incorporate into the model different financial and
non-financial criteria affecting the selection of sustainability projects.
2.4.1. Add-ons to the SDP model
We recognize two additional elements that can be included into the proposed SDP model. These
add-ons could generate different outcomes, but the inclusion will depend on the aim of the
problem and on the perspective of the decision-makers. These are:
 Inclusion of constraints that force the expected utility to perform higher than the targets. This
is similar to the last stage in the DDP except that in SDP we consider the expected
performance, and we denote as 𝔼[𝑣⃗] ≥ 𝑧⃗. This constraint may apply to all the periods or at
the end of the planning horizon in order to impulse the achievement of the all the targets.
 Inclusion of uncertainty on the available budget, which means to consider variations and
probability distributions associated with this input. This element may be helpful in real life, if
normally there are fluctuations in the budget used to select sustainability projects. This
allows selecting the optimal portfolio that enhance the performance, but without knowing if
the budget will be reduced or extra money can be allocated.

2.5. Findings
Based on the three models we developed, we are able to address research question no.2: What
approach is required in order to effectively select sustainable projects?” Even though the
models consider different solving perspectives, each of them is capable of evaluating and
selecting the best set of sustainability projects that enhances a portfolio performance. All of the
models take into account the resource restriction within the optimization. In our problem, we are
not able to select more projects after the budget is consumed. However, the resource restriction
could be extended to consider people, equipment, among others. Additionally, given that
sustainability is an on-going process, these models allow the evaluation of projects in a longterm perspective, integrating multiple periods which are based on the decision-making plan.
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Furthermore, the combination of the mathematical models with the AHP for the criteria
weights provides the integrated approach to analyze the interaction between the projects, which
in return provides a combination of the different type of projects (e.g. environmental, waste,
etc.). In a sustainability portfolio it is important to consider quantitative as well as qualitative
criteria, given that subjectivity is significantly present in the sustainability environment. By this
means, we answer research question no.3: “How can criteria be incorporated into the selection
of a sustainable portfolio?” Additionally, by linking a target to the different criteria, we allow
the models to consider the projects’ performance as a way to measure the solution optimality.
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3. Case Study
The proposed models of this thesis are applied to a case study at Nike EMEA in order to
illustrate their practicality and their application in the field. In this section, we introduce the
company and their current portfolio selection process. Next, we describe the elicitation process
to define the performance uncertainties, followed by the model adaptations.
Nike is one of the world’s largest suppliers of athletic shoes and apparel and a major
manufacturer of sports equipment. The world headquarters are situated near Beaverton, Oregon
and the European, Middle East and Africa headquarters are located in Hilversum, the
Netherlands. Since 1990s, the firm has been integrating sustainable innovation across every
aspect of their business, in policies, processes, and products until the point where they embrace it
as a core competency and as an important source of competitive advantage. Nike’s growth
strategy encloses the delivering of sustainable innovations across its entire value chain to create
products that are better for athletes, its business and the planet. This means, they are aware that
incorporating sustainability triple bottom line (people, planet and profit elements) in their
innovation processes is essential to achieve their vision of growth in view of the constraints of
the natural resources.
In order for Nike to minimize their environmental footprint, they analyze the entire value
chain in order to grasp the environmental impacts of their business and understand their
interaction at the different stages. Their business recognizes seven stages of the lifecycle of every
Nike product (value chain), which are: Plan, Design, Make, Move, Sell, Use and Reuse (see
Appendix J). The models of this thesis will be applied on the environmental footprint presented
at the stages ‘Move’ and ‘Reuse’. The former comprises the global logistics needed to move
hundreds of millions of products worldwide and the latter looks into opportunities for closed –
loop business models. The comprised core impacts are energy, waste generation and greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions, as it can be seen in Appendix K, where the mentioned stages show the
highest impacts.
In addition, in order to ensure the link between sustainability and supply chain management,
the Sustainability Department promotes and enhances sustainability best practices within the
supply chain. The emphasis is on the inbound and outbound logistics, distribution center and
other facility performance, and the products’ end-of-life. Nike is a true example of a global
sustainable brand, its message of sustainable business practices and the need to create an
economically, socially and environmentally sustainable world is reaching out the masses in
developed and developing countries alike (Environmental Defense Fund, 2013).
Furthermore, within Nike there is a budget available specifically for sustainable innovation
projects, this allows them to experiment and implement new sustainable practices across the
supply chain. The decision-making process to select the best sustainable innovation projects
differs per site. In this thesis we discuss and analyze the current procedure followed by the
European team.
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3.1. Current Portfolio Selection Process
As a starting point, Nike employees in collaboration with the Sustainability Director propose
projects that are mostly focused on decreasing their environmental footprint and increasing their
economic value across the operations of their supply chain. Previously this type of projects did
not follow a proper portfolio selection process that allowed them to maximize their business
through the identification of the best projects. Nevertheless, currently Nike is in process of
implementing a Group Decision Support System (GDSS) to facilitate the sustainable project
portfolio selection process. This procedure follows several components which are: identify the
relevant criteria to select sustainable projects, definition of criteria importance via weights,
assortment of evaluation data and selection of the projects that perform better (Steffers, 2015).
The decision-making for the portfolio creation process covers the collection of ideas and ranking
of projects, where the major focus is on the selection of emissions projects. Additionally, a
decision support tool (DST) is integrated to construct the ranking list with the most interesting
projects based on the specified multi-criteria. In order to generate this list, the components from
the GDSS need to be executed.
Description of Multi-criteria
A criteria elicitation was executed in order to establish the essential criteria to evaluate each of
the projects, which is based on senior management beliefs (Steffers, 2015). The defined criteria
are the following:
 Environmental value
 Brand value
 Economic value
 Risk
The two on the left are quantitative criteria and the right two qualitative. The environmental
value includes the reduction of waste and emissions. The economic value incorporates the net
present value and the payback period of the investment. In addition, the financial and
environmental impacts of the candidate projects are estimated on a time horizon of 10 years. On
the qualitative side, the brand value represents how much positive or relatively low impact the
project would have on the brand. Lastly, the Risk evaluates external exposure and fit with
company competences. The last two criteria are evaluated on a scale from 1 to 7, where 1-3
implies a negative effect and 4-7 infers a positive impact of the selected project. Refer to
Appendix L in order to have a complete overview of the criteria hierarchy structure and
Appendix M for a more detailed description of the criteria used.
Weights and Evaluation
The method of Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is used to calculate the weight factors based
on pairwise comparisons. Moreover, in order to discover the ranking of the proposed projects,
the Multi-attribute decision making (MADM) model PROMETHEE is being implemented given
that it integrates the different type of criteria and compares the performance of a substantial
number of projects. Lastly, the Delphi method is used, which allows stakeholders to reach a
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consensus concerning the selected project portfolio and gives opportunity to evaluate the whole
process iteratively every year.

3.2. Elicitation Process for random variables
In this section, we describe the elicitation process followed to generate the random variables
included in the SDP model. These random variables represent the unpredictability of the
projects’ performance, which is calculated through the utility function. These are compared
against the criteria targets at the end of the planning horizon to balance the portfolio selection
outcome. In addition, based on the available information we define the probability distributions
of the random variables.
There are usually two ways to generate the random parameters that determine the uncertainty
within a process; modelling of historical data or through experts’ opinion. If data have never
been collected in the past or insufficient data are available, the former seems impossible. In face
of these circumstances, experts’ opinion is an important source of information to quantify the
variable’s uncertainty within a model. In our case study, there is no previous data that could help
us on the decision-making. Therefore, we present an elicitation framework where we capture the
experts’ opinion and create a probability distribution of the values of interest.
An elicitation is the process of formulating a person’s knowledge and beliefs about one or
more uncertain quantities into a probabilistic form (Krueger et al., 2012). In order to carry out
the process, three individuals involved based on Oakley (2006). Firstly, there is a decision-maker
who needs to know our random parameter, the projects’ performance, which is denoted by 𝑈.
Secondly, there is an expert who has knowledge about 𝑈, with the decision-maker seeking to get
the expert’s beliefs about 𝑈 in the form of a probability distribution. Finally, there is a facilitator,
who has expertise in the process of probability elicitation, and will get a probability distribution
from the expert.
The elicitation process considers four separate stages, which are depicted in the Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3-1. The elicitation process. Adopted from Garthwaite et al. (2005)
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First, the setup stage consists of preparing for the elicitation, this means selecting the
expert(s), training the expert(s) about the probabilities and variability of the parameters,
identifying what aspects of the problem to elicit, etc. Then, the facilitator elicits specific
statements from the information generated through the experts. In this stage, usually there are
two types of judgments that lead the elicitation process, fixed interval and variable interval
method. In the fixed interval method, the expert is asked to partition the range of values that 𝑈
can take into intervals as the form 𝑃(𝑎 < 𝑈 < 𝑏). In the variable interval, the expert is asked for
quantiles. Additionally, in order to help the expert(s) to quantify their opinions, the facilitator can
use visual aids such as graphics demonstrating the possible behavior of the data and leading their
opinion. Another more practical but time consuming option is to the help the experts construct
the distribution they believe is more adequate without any initial indication.
Subsequently, the facilitator fits the probability distributions based on the information
collected from the experts’ beliefs. Then, the facilitator reports features of the distribution back
to the experts, to revise if the fitted distribution is an acceptable representation of their
judgments. The complexity of the fitted distribution depends on available prior data and the
experts’ statements (Garthwaite et al., 2005).
In the last stage the facilitator assesses the adequacy of the elicitation, making it an iterative
process. This means ensure the probability statements are consistent with the laws of probability
and that they faithfully represent the opinion of the person(s) being elicited. The elicitation
process can be performed at any time in order to modify the probability distributions.

3.3. Models Adaptation
We adapt the models from Chapter 2 into a specific case at Nike, in order to demonstrate the
applicability and the practicality of the proposed sustainable project portfolio selection approach.
In the case study, the Sustainability Department seeks to determine the projects that will
maximize their performance (utility).
Planning Horizon
Our problem is characterized as a two-period planning horizon, since the sustainability budget is
available every fiscal year (FY) and a re-evaluation is done after six months of choosing the first
set of projects. This allows them to assess if the projects they selected at the beginning of the
year are still beneficial and at the same time, they are able to include new projects into the DST
to generate a new selection.
Furthermore, given that sustainability is a long term investment, the projects’ performance is
estimated on a time horizon of 10 years. Consequently, the criteria targets are reflected for the
same time period, which enables the comparison between the portfolio outcome and the targets.
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Multiple Criteria
As mentioned previously, AHP is used to review and compute the relative weights of the criteria
which are linked to each of the sustainability projects. As shown in Appendix L, we have four
main criteria and the pairwise comparison determines the Environmental Value (0.294) as the
most important one, followed by Economic (0.272) and Brand Value (0.272) and lastly, the Risk
factor (0.162). The pairwise matrices are illustrated in Appendix N together with the scores of
the sub-criteria (Steffers, 2015).
In order to simplify the DDP and SDP models, we limit the criteria to two alternatives. In the
Nike case study, we selected the criteria with the highest AHP weights, which are the
Environmental values (i.e. emissions and waste reduction). These criteria and the weights may be
changed accordingly to the business strategy. In these models, we only consider the
environmental part of sustainability; however this could be extended into the inclusion of other
triple bottom line criteria (e.g. social responsibility, profit value, water, among others).
Additionally, due to the ease to code the MILP model, it allows the assessment of the complete
set of criteria, which reflects the trade-offs among the targets and interaction between the
projects.
Decision variable
In our case study, we restrict the decision variable 𝑥𝑗𝑡 to be a binary number based on the
company’s requirements, which means the projects are fully funded or not selected at all.
However, in real life the process can evaluate partial funds, where the decision is in which
projects to select and how much to invest. The former situation is more appropriate for our
problem, given that it is out of our scope to follow up on projects that might be partially funded.
Unknown projects’ performance
As mentioned previously, the projects’ performance is unknown in SDP model and there is no
historical data available. Therefore, we carry out the elicitation process from section 3.2, where
we consider the decision-maker and facilitator as the same person. For our case, we perform
these two roles and the experts are represented by the senior management from Nike.
Additionally, in order to make the elicitation more efficient we split the criteria into clusters. In
this way we create a standard evaluation for the projects, depending on the cluster they belong to.
First, we consider each type of criteria independently, qualitative and quantitative. For the
former, we assume they all have similar variation and the probabilities are the same. For the
latter, we decompose it in three criteria; emissions reduction, waste reduction and economic
value. The reason behind this is based on the diverse nature of each criterion and due to the
company experience in each of the clusters. For instance, there is more involvement with
emissions than with waste projects. Thus, there is more knowledge regarding the final outcomes
of the emissions projects.
In first instance there is a continuous state space 𝑆 in the possible outcomes of the projects’
performance. However, due to “curse of dimensionality” and the fact that the model cannot
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capture all the performance outcomes, we discretize by limiting the total number of scenarios in
order to keep the size of the optimization program within computationally tractable limits. The
scenarios are based on the elicitation process by means of the fixed interval method, where we
assume discrete intervals to measure each possible state of performance. Instead of solving with
a continuous state space 𝑆, we replace it by a finite set ℧ = {𝑈𝑖 : 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚} of permissible values.
Thus, to fit the distribution we consider the lowest possible outcome in terms of the project’s
performance and also the best case scenario (which corresponds to a limitation). Through this we
essentially approximate the utility function with a step approach by implicitly treating any state
between 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑖+1 as either 𝑢𝑖 or 𝑢𝑖+1 (Cai & Judd, 2009).
To model the performance intervals, built upon the elicitation process, we consider a
Binomial distribution for the performance outcomes. When an observed performance outcome
will be higher than the expectation we represent it with probability 𝑝 > 0 and lower than the
expectation with probability 𝑞 = 1 − 𝑝. For instance, we assume the waste projects are equally
likely to exceed or go below the expected performance, and for emissions projects there is a
higher probability (𝑞 = 75%) of falling lower than the expectation. Furthermore, we consider
the projects from the different clusters (i.e. emissions and waste) as mutually exclusive events.
On the other hand, if the projects are from the same cluster we consider uncertainty in one
project independent from that in other, which leads us to perform a discrete convolution.
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4. Results and Sensitivity analysis
As mentioned previously, Nike is in process of implementing a DST to support them in the
sustainable project portfolio process. However, the senior management is interested in
optimizing their portfolio instead of just having a rank of projects (i.e. former model). They
pursue to evaluate the projects in a combinatorial level and consider an assessment every six
months in face of budget constraints. Likewise, they want to capture the risk of the uncertainties
in the sustainability environment. Therefore, in order to prove the efficiency of the suggested
methods, in this chapter we derive the best set of sustainability projects and present a comparison
with the former DST based on the portfolio performance. This allows solving a real life problem
and building theoretical insights.
We first describe the portfolio performance, which represents the criteria outcomes after the
projects are selected, followed by the verification of the proposed models by comparing them
with the former DST. Subsequently, we perform a sensitivity analysis with variations in the
criteria weights. Lastly, we state a brief conclusion of the results.

4.1. Portfolio Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance using the proposed DST, we consider the overall outcomes
compared to the targets of each of the criteria. Due to the flexibility of the DST when using the
MILP model, we evaluated the list of twenty projects with both options (minimize cost and
maximize utility) and with a defined budget limitation, and compared the results with those of
the former model. On the other hand, given the complexity of DP, we simplified our models to
make the outcomes more understandable. Thus, we generated randomly ten sets of six projects
from the original list to evaluate the possible overall portfolio performance, considering two
criteria which can be translated to any of the alternatives. We needed to scale the weights of
these two, given the reduction of the amount of criteria; thus, we modified them accordingly and
they differ compared to the MILP analysis.
In order to compare the DDP and SDP results with the former model we generated the bestcase, most likely and worst-case scenarios. We estimate the portfolio performance if the
combination of Emissions and Waste exceed the targets –best-case scenario- and if both
significantly fall below the targets – worst-case scenario, these two are based on the ten sets of
six projects. The most likely scenario is considered as the average of the ten set of projects.
Additionally, we compared if the combination of goals is taken into account by means of
assessing the type of selected projects, as well as the evaluation of the utility of the overall
performance. See Table 4.1 for an overview of the comparison approach.
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Models

Evaluation

MILP

20 projects
5 criteria

DDP

6 projects
2 criteria

SDP

6 projects
2 criteria

Comparison Approach
Evaluate all projects with 3
quantitative criteria and 2
qualitative criteria.
10 sets of 6 projects –
Best-case, most likely and
worst-case scenario.
10 sets of 6 projects –
Best-case, most likely and
worst-case scenario.
30 iterations per scenario
and evaluate the average.

Table 4-1. Comparison Approach per model

For the Environmental criteria (Emissions and Waste Performance), the measurement is in
reduction of grams/unit. Thus, if the performance is higher than the target, it means the selected
projects provide a higher reduction and a positive impact. For the Economic value, a NPV higher
than the targets means a higher benefit than the stipulated, and a lower payback period represents
a positive outcome given that it is possible to receive back the investment before than planned.
For each of the qualitative criteria, the preference is to accomplish a high Likert scale values (7
implying the highest positive effect).

4.2. Verification
In this section we compare our suggested DST with the former one of Nike, where the evaluation
is based on the portfolio performance and the selected projects. From a list of twenty projects
from previous years, the former DST provided a ranking and the first six projects were selected
based on the budget consumption. Moreover, in reference to the graphs used in the analysis, the
bars represent the portfolio performance per criteria, and the green line indicates the standardized
targets (100%).
4.2.1. Mixed Integer Linear Programming
At first glance, we can observe from Fig. 4.1 that the proposed DST outperforms the former
model, given that it generates the sufficient benefits in order to achieve the first three criteria
targets (≥ 100%). The last two bars evaluate qualitative criteria, where they present a slightly
difference compared to the target; however, the overall outcome of Consumer Experience and Fit
with company competences perform better than the former model.
For instance, if we assess the Former vs. Max. Utility model, the Emissions reduction is
dropped from 206% to 124% and the Waste reduction is increased from 0% to 104%. This
means, there is an even selection among the projects and this is shown through the high
performance of both Environmental criteria. Additionally, the Waste performance from the
former model is below the target (0% out of 100%), which means there were no waste projects
selected and the individual evaluation made a preference on the emission projects with a
performance of 206%. Likewise, the Net Present Value in both options (minimize cost and
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maximize utility) of the MILP model perform better than the former model (with 250% and
263%, respectively).

Figure 4-1 Comparison of Portfolio Performance (MILP vs. Former model)

Furthermore, our DST outperforms the targets while staying inside the budget limit and
results in a set of six projects for the minimization of cost and seven projects for the
maximization of utility. The combinatorial goals considered in our models allow a consistently
mixture of emissions and waste projects as shown in Fig. 4.2. In comparison with both options of
the proposed model, the former one selects 0% of waste projects while selecting 100% of
emissions projects. This shows that the individual assessment provided a higher preference for
the emissions projects, but left aside the interaction among the projects resulting in a selection
without projects related to waste. In order to see in detail the difference in the set of selected
projects and the performance, refer to Appendix O.

Figure 4-2 Type of projects selected (MILP vs. Former model)
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Moreover, we compared the total utility based on the targets, which refers to the overall
performance of the selected portfolio. At first instance, the models performed slightly lower than
the former model, because the former model does not pursue criteria targets, as mentioned
previously, it has a higher preference for emissions projects. This refers to the Emission
Performance criterion having the highest weight compared to the other criteria used in Fig. 4.1,
which means that selecting 100% of projects related to emissions provide a higher utility. In
order to comply with the company’s requirements, the weights from the AHP remained the same
as the previous model. However, this affects the utility of our model, given that the MILP selects
both type of projects to achieve the targets, but there is a substantial difference between the 34%
of Emissions Performance and 8% of Waste Performance. In the next section we demonstrate
through the sensitivity analysis that equivalent weights for these criteria make a difference in the
portfolio utility. In addition, comparing both options of our model, the maximization of utility
provides a better outcome. This endorses the statement that reducing the costs do not always
results in the highest benefits. To see the utility graph refer to Appendix P.
In conclusion, the MILP model offers better results based on the portfolio performance. The
reasoning for these outcomes is the consideration of combinatorial goals, which leads to a
mixture of projects that help to achieve the criteria targets. Together with the inclusion of the
budget constraints over the time periods that aids to balance the utility and the incurred cost. In
addition, by including an evaluation of quantitative and qualitative criteria we provide a more
complete DST. Given that it captures the subjectivity of sustainability through the senior
management beliefs plus the objectivity of the quantitative model.

4.2.2. Deterministic Dynamic Programming
Following the deterministic environment, we evaluated the projects through the DDP model. It is
important to notice that what differentiates this model from the MILP is the dynamic element,
which allows to make decisions based on the actions taken on previous periods. For example, for
DDP the remaining budget from period 1 may be used in period 2 to select more projects. On the
other hand, MILP considers a fix amount of budget in each period and there is no flexibility
between the remaining states of the periods.
As mentioned previously, we analyzed the portfolio performance under three scenarios. We
can observe on the left graph on Fig. 4.3 that the best-case of DDP model performs above both
targets (≥100%) while in the former model (right graph), considering the same case, the
Emissions target is achieved but the Waste target is not met. Following to the most likely
scenario, the DDP model shows that both targets are still attained in comparison with the former
model, where the Waste is still performing lower than the target. These two cases demonstrates
that the former model focus the attention in selecting mostly emissions projects, which is
contrary to our model that selects a mix of the projects. Lastly, comparing both worst-case
scenarios, the DDP model still performs better than the former model.
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Figure 4-3. Evaluation of portfolio performance by scenarios (DDP vs. Former model)

Moreover, Fig. 4.4 shows that in the comparison of the total utility, the DDP model
outperforms each of the case scenarios. The difference between the utility from this model and
the MILP is that the DDP model considers scaled weights for Emissions Performance criteria
with (0.8) and Waste Performance with (0.2). Besides, following from the previous figure the
DDP outcomes are the reflection of achieving the targets while in the former model is not the
case for both criteria.

Figure 4-4. Comparison of Utility per scenario (DDP vs. Former model)

In conclusion, in the current settings the DDP model provide better results than the former
model. This is shown through the individual criteria evaluation and with the overall outcome. In
addition, if we compare the selected projects in the best-case scenario, the difference is given due
to one project. The former model selected mostly emissions projects due to the individual
assessment and the high importance to the Emissions criteria, instead of giving the opportunity to
choose similarly both types of projects. Furthermore, this model may provide similar outcomes
than that of the MILP model; however, it is preferred when decision-makers need to consider an
interaction between the periods in the planning horizon.
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4.2.3. Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Given that the SDP performs in a stochastic environment and the former model considers a
deterministic one, the comparison between these two models is in some way complicated.
Therefore, in order to demonstrate the potential portfolio performances through the SDP model,
we conducted 30 iterations per scenario (best-case, most likely and worst-case) and considered
the average of the outcomes. For the former model, we considered the same cases, where we
selected the projects based on their ranking until the budget was consumed.
The graph on left of Fig. 4.5 represents the SDP optimal portfolio performance per criteria,
and the green line, as mentioned previously, characterizes the standardized targets. In the bestcase scenario, both criteria performed higher than the target. This means that the SDP model
selects on average projects that enhance the combination of Emissions Performance and Waste
Performance. Based on this scenario, on average 60% were emissions projects and 40% waste
projects. Furthermore, the amount of projects selected in each period varied, 70% of time three
projects were selected on the first period, where waste projects represented 67%. On the second
period, 65% of the time the projects were projects related to emissions. Therefore, if emissions
projects were selected in both periods, it is usual to reflect a higher performance for Emissions.
However, our model demonstrates the importance of considering balance effect among the
criteria in order to have an optimal and steady portfolio performance. On the other hand, the
former model just achieves the emissions target, given that the process makes a major emphasis
on the individual Emissions Performance and not on the projects’ interaction.
Following the most likely scenario, the average performance of the ten sets presented a better
outcome than the former model. The results are similar to the best-case scenario with the
difference that in our model the Waste Performance over achieved the targets in every set and the
Emissions Performance reached the target 50% of the time, resulting in an outcome falling
precisely on the target. Due to the requirements of the company to emphasize the achievement of
the waste target, the outcomes resulted higher for this criterion. We conclude that the SDP model
considers the projects interactions driven by targets achievement, together with trade-off between
the overall performance and the available monetary resource.

Figure 4-5 Evaluation of portfolio performance by scenarios (SDP vs. Former model)
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Now we have a clear understanding of the performance per criterion, the next step is to
compare the total utility of both methods. Based on the 30 iterations of the scenarios, Fig. 4.6
presents the optimal selection with the SDP model, where the black vertical lines refer to the
highest and lowest possible outcomes. The utility average in all the scenarios is nearly the same
compared to the former model. However, the reason for this is that the assigned weights have a
significant impact on the utility outcome, this is demonstrated in the sensitivity analysis from
section 4.3. Additionally, the SDP model presents the ability to deliver higher levels of utility,
although there is uncertainty involved.

Figure 4-6 Comparison of Utility per scenario (SDP vs. Former model)

Based on the scenarios, we infer that the SDP model outperforms the former model by
selecting the optimal set of projects. Even though they are built on different environments, it is
certainly interesting to observe that the results represent the advantages of taking into account the
four core elements of our thesis. Considering different budget constraints and multiple periods
allow the selection of the optimal projects over the planning horizon. Following from Fig. 4.5,
we conclude that the combinatorial goals are taken into account, which leads to the mix of the
best sustainability projects. And the most important for this model, is the presence of uncertainty
in the projects performance. Through this model we are able to evaluate the randomness in the
outcomes of each project and select the optimal portfolio based on those values. By evaluating
the nature and extent of the uncertainties, the model can provide decision-makers with a realistic
picture of the possible outcomes (Power & McCarty, 2006).
In addition, if we were to compare these results from that of the MILP and DDP model, we
recognize that a deterministic model provides consistent outcomes. We note that when all the
parameters are known in advance and there is not variability in the outcomes, it is easier to fulfill
the defined targets. However, the sustainability environment can have many uncertainties, thus
the SDP model aids to optimize the problem while considering this matter.
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4.3. Sensitivity analysis
It is critical to highlight the importance behind assumptions in the proposed models. In other
words, slightly different assumptions for the model input parameters can easily affect the final
evaluated result. This fact makes the in depth discussion among decision makers crucial.
Therefore, we conducted a one-at-a-time sensitivity analysis in each of the models, where we
vary one parameter at the time holding the others fixed. We assessed the modifications on the
weights of Emissions Performance and Waste Performance in order to acknowledge the effect on
the final outcome.
Mixed Integer Linear Programming
We conducted a sensitivity analysis to assess how the changes in the criteria weights result in
significant variations in the outcomes. In this analysis we kept the other criteria constant (i.e.
NPV, Consumer Experience and Fit with company competences) while modifying the Emissions
and Waste weights (i.e. their aggregated weight is 0.419). Fig. 4.7 demonstrates that when we
distribute the weights between these two criteria, there is a substantial difference when
comparing the models. For instance, if Emissions weights is considered 0.0 and Waste accounts
for 0.42, the former model performs significantly lower than the MILP model. This case
continues until the Emissions criterion reaches a higher importance with a weight of 0.30 (Waste
of 0.12), then the former model is better than both options of the MILP model. The reason
behind this is that the former model is merely concerned about the CO2 emissions, and it is
beneficiated when the emissions weight is higher. Therefore, a proper distribution of the weights
increases the insights into the utility function. In addition, our model shows slightly increases
given that utility is already maximized through the targets fulfilment.

Figure 4-7 Sensitivity Analysis for criteria weights (MILP vs. Former model)
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We can infer from this analysis that the portfolio performance value is high sensitive to the
variations in the criteria weights. We made emphasis in these two criteria, given that the projects
nature is directly related to them, and they evaluate the sustainability effect more precisely.
Therefore, Nike should re-assess the criteria weights in order to generate an impact on the
selection of projects and on the decision-making.
Deterministic Dynamic Programming
Even though we already assessed the MILP model, it is important grasp the impact of the
weights in each of the models. Therefore, to provide a better understanding of the sensitiveness
of the model to the criteria weights, we analyzed the base-case scenario using the DDP model
compared to the former model, see Fig. 4.8.

Figure 4-8 Sensitivity Analysis for criteria weights (DDP vs. Former model)

The first conclusion is that we again confirm that the utility from our model is higher than the
former model. This is not affected by the uneven weights liked the MILP model given that we
are only considering two criteria. However, if we were to include more criteria the graphs will
show that the utility tend to increase while the Emissions Performance increases likewise. This
leads us to our second conclusion, which suggests that if more emissions projects are selected the
utility will be affected positively, creating an advantage to the model that selected this type (e.g.
former model). Our model shows a slightly increase given that the selection considers a mix
portfolio that leads to a better performance. Based on the results from the best-case scenario, we
can conclude that a variation on the weight in any of the criteria have a significant direct impact
on the overall performance.
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Stochastic Dynamic Programming
Following the same premise from the foregoing models, we demonstrate the effects of the
criteria variations on the total utility generated from the SDP model. We took the best-case
scenario as an example, where we observe that when Emissions weight is 0.8 and Waste is 0.2
there is an overlapping, resulting in a similar utility. This was shown before on Fig. 4.6.
Afterwards, when the Emissions weight is higher than 0.8, the former model presents higher
utility.

Figure 4-9 Sensitivity Analysis for criteria weights (SDP vs. Former model)

Therefore, we can conclude that decision-makers should be aware of the impact the weights can
cause on the portfolio performance. There are some cases, where the achievement of the
individual targets is sufficient, which can be reach with the SDP model. However, it is
interesting to measure the improvement of the overall sustainable portfolio.

4.4. Findings
In chapter 3, we described a real case study at Nike, where we adapted our optimization models
based on the available information and extra requirements from the company. Following from
the case, in this chapter we evaluated the portfolio performance using their current DST. By this
means, we are able to address sub-question no.1: “What is the current performance of the
portfolio selection process?” Based on this answer, we were able to discover the deficiencies of
the former model and take them into account for the new version of DST. Additionally, this
allowed us to compare the results of the proposed DSTs to that of the former model, allowing the
endorsement of the models efficacy. The outcomes showed that our models provide better results
than the former model, given that the evaluation at a portfolio level can provide substantially
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greater CO2 emissions and Waste reduction than an individual project approach (Pelton et al.,
2016). Moreover, we conducted sensitivity analyses that allowed us to understand and provide
insights about the criteria weights effects.

4.5. Managerial Insights
Concerning the results from the comparison and the sensitivity analyses on the sustainable
portfolio performance of Nike, we can provide the following insights. This may help the senior
management in making decisions on the sustainable project portfolio selection.
1. Considering the evaluation and selection as a portfolio approach creates a greater
flexibility and therefore is more effective in reaching the sustainability targets.
2. The optimization models could provide significantly diverse optimal solutions with
greater variety of projects alternatives and with potentially different environmental
impacts.
3. The proposed models provide a trade-off between the environmental impacts and incurred
costs, given that some projects may be sustainable preferable but cost significantly more
than other alternatives.
4. The overall utility is significantly sensitive to the change in the criteria weights. Due to the
requirement of generating a mix of projects, it is necessary to distribute the weights
between the criteria that is directly linked to the type of projects. For instance, the weights
currently used by Nike, the Emissions Performance has the highest importance; therefore,
the utilities delivered from our models were affected.
5. The selection of projects it is directly linked to the defined targets. For example, the list of
projects we used just contained 4 projects of waste reduction and the 16 of emissions
reduction. Thus, in order to achieve the waste target, the DSTs selected all of this type of
projects and the remaining budget was used to achieve the other targets.
6. Considering realistic targets and budget is relevant for the proper use of the proposed
models. On the contrary, the solutions will be unfeasible because the targets cannot be met
with the given budget or the target cannot be reached with the available projects.
7. A transparent representation of uncertainty is recommendable on the SDP model, through
this there is a considerable added value for the decision- makers. They can acknowledge
the possible risks or advantages of the outcomes by selecting a specific portfolio.
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5. Design of the Decision-Making Process
In this chapter we describe the execution strategy for the Decision Support Tool, where we
consider five sequential steps. Subsequently, we propose an integrated framework for the project
portfolio selection process, which helps understand the process from start to end.

5.1. Execution Approach
The task of selecting project portfolios is an important and recurring activity in many
organizations. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a strategy to implement the Decision Support
Tools from Chapter 2. How well the process is executed will have the greatest possible impact
on the contribution that the DST makes to the success of the decision making. The strategy can
be represented by three main phases, which are: the planning of activities and data, the elements
required during the DST execution and subsequent necessary actions in order to follow up on the
strategy performance.
Moreover, the process for a successful DST implementation depends on the organization’s
particular situation. However, we suggest a Roadmap of five sequential steps which is based on
Merkhofer (2008).

Involve
Stakeholders

Develop a
Charter

Follow up on
Requirements

Execution
Overview

Practice
Continuous
Learning

Figure 5-1 Roadmap for a DST implementation

Involve Key Stakeholders
The intention to perform a Sustainable Project Portfolio Selection may vary from year to year,
depending on the business strategy. Hence, the involvement of key stakeholders serves to capture
their expectations, requirements, and level of acceptance regarding the PPS. Key stakeholders at
Nike include corporate executives and senior management responsible for the decision-making
of the sustainability projects that will support the supply chain operations. A continuous
interaction between the DST and DMs is required given that the involvement of DMs in the
solution process indirectly motivates successful implementation of the selected projects.
Additionally, we consider the program and project managers, which propose projects, compete
for funding, and sometimes are also responsible of planning and executing the projects. The
information from the stakeholders can be obtained through one-on-one interviews, brainstorming
sessions, among others.
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Develop a Charter
The Charter is an agreement that contains all the necessary information before executing the
DST. The charter includes the objective of the project portfolio selection, which reflects and
allows apprehending the purpose of the current business strategy. The determination of the
strategic focus is carried out at higher managerial levels. In addition, the scope is established in
order to identify the type of sustainability projects that will be managed within the portfolio. For
instance, at Nike the sustainable innovation projects are related with supply chain management
and in their current situation, most of them are based on emissions and waste reduction.
Moreover, the approach that it is going to be applied (i.e. MILP, DDP or SDP) is referenced and
a brief overview is provided.
The charter provides direction and helps to follow up on the requirements for the decision
support tool. Before proceeding to the next step, the stakeholders should agree upon the
stipulated information on the charter.
Follow up on Requirements
In order to develop the DST, certain requirements are taken into account, where we can
distinguish three main categories: functional, user and design limitations. The functional
requirements state what the system is required to do, the user requirements refers to the needs of
the end-users and the design restrictions consider the elements that are compulsory for the DST
in question. Table 5.1 presents the requirements for the developed DST.
Category
Functional

Requirement
Evaluate Multi-objectives
Considers the interaction among the projects
Take into account qualitative and quantitative criteria
Consider importance of the different criteria (weights)

User

Design
limitations

Evaluate over multiple periods
Consider a budget constraint
Consider uncertain performance of the projects
User-friendly interface
Understandable
Visualization of the output of the method
Project proposals are aligned to the scope
Access to complete information of project proposals
Use a software accessible to the company

Table 5-1 Requirements for the Decision Support Tool

Depending on the decision-making problem, the functional requirements are flexible and can
be modified accordingly.
i. Multi-objectives - can change based on the organization’s objectives and the yearly
strategy (e.g. include social responsibility projects). The qualitative and quantitative
criteria can vary given the problem being solved (e.g. include water footprint). The
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ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

criteria may be identify or re-evaluated to delete and/or include a new criterion, this can
be done through a criteria elicitation (Steffers, 2015). It is important that the qualitative
criteria are translated into quantitative through Likert-scale in order to incorporate it in
the DST.
Criteria weights - can be modified as many times as needed until the DMs preferences
are captured (e.g. waste is more important than emissions). To do this, the AHP from
section 2.2 is developed in order to define the subjective weights.
Multi-periods - in Nike case study, the assessment is over two-period time; however, this
could be changed to sequential months or years depending on the problem. To do this in
DP models, the process on period 2 should be replicated in between the first and the last
periods. On the other hand, the MILP model can add up more periods next to the original
ones and consider different available budgets per period.
Budget - the main purpose of the available budget is to use it as a constraint in each
period. However, the budget can be adjusted in order to serve as an indicator to select
only the necessary projects to achieve the objectives.
Uncertainty elements - in order to obtain or change the variability and distribution
probabilities of the portfolio performance in SDP model, the elicitation process from
section 3.2 can be performed or based on the historical behavior of previous projects.

Execution Overview
This step provides a brief description of the basic elements needed to execute the DST. This are
the tasks required to implement the suggested DST, where the person(s) responsible and incurred
costs may vary per situation and per company. Additionally, the technical resources needed to
use the DST are specified, such as the software. The documentation produced previously will
help to communicate the approach and outcomes to the rest of the organization.
We identified five main tasks in order to execute the DST, these are shown in Table 5.2. Next
to the task description we indicate the dependencies, referring to the activity(s) required to be
completed beforehand. We included a more detail descriptions of these main tasks in a usermanual at the beginning of the DST.
Tasks
1

Collect the projects information

2

Define criteria preferences (weights)

3

Feed the DST with the information

4

For MILP: Run the model
For DDP:
i.
Update all the possible outcomes for each
combination
ii.
Run Stage 2

Dependencies

1,2
3
3
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5

iii. Run Stage 1
iv.
Obtain Suggested Projects
For DDP:
i.
Update all the possible outcomes for each
combination considering the probabilities
ii.
Run Stage 2
iii. Run Stage 1
iv.
Obtain Suggested Projects
Visualize the results in the dashboard

3

4

Table 5-2 Major tasks to execute the DST and the dependencies

Furthermore, the DST is implemented with the software Microsoft Excel, which considers
ease of use, has the ability to import/export data from other systems, and it is flexible to be
transformed within the evolving needs. In addition, we use Visual Basic for Applications (VBA)
programming. This is already included in the Excel and it allows manipulating, analyzing and
presenting data automatically. In order to carry out the MILP model, we require the extension of
the Excel’s solver, called OpenSolver, given that is a more powerful tool suitable for handing
mixed integer programming models. The visualization of the selection output is presented in a
dashboard generated in Excel, but this can be improved through the Tableau Software. Refer to
Appendix Q for the snapshot of the dashboard.
Practice Continuous Learning
In order to create an efficient execution strategy, there should be continuous improvement
process. This means going through a “lessons learned” review following the full-scale
application, where we involve the senior managers in the assessment. It is important to keep
track of what worked, acknowledge what did not work and change it, and learn to do it faster,
better, and more efficiently. We suggest a session after the last decision of the selected portfolio;
this will help to evaluate the process. Also, we propose a session every half year to follow up on
the implemented projects and evaluate if there should be changes on the portfolio or parameters.

5.2. Integrated Framework for PPS Process
In order to combine Nike’s former model and the developed optimization models from Chapter
2, we suggest an integrated framework for the project portfolio selection process based on
Archer & Ghasemzadeh (1999). Such an approach takes advantage of the best characteristics of a
combination of existing methods well-founded in theory. The process is decomposed in three
main categories: pre-process, portfolio selection process, and post- process. This is depicted in
Fig. 5.2, where the dark boxes represent the main stages. The ovals refer to the pre-process
activities, and the last three lighted boxes indicate the post-process stage.
The pre-process stage provides high level-guidance to the portfolio selection process. The
Strategy Development can be related to the information included in the charter and the follow up
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of requirements from previous section. This is developed by high managerial levels, and
occasional adjustments may be required, due to strategic variations or change of fiscal year (FY).
Following the main process, we start with the pre-screening stage, which ensures that the
projects being considered for the portfolio are suitable to the strategic focus of the portfolio.
Mandatory projects are also identified at this point, which are agreed upon for inclusion in the
final portfolio. This has an effect on the available resource, given that a percentage is meant for
this kind of projects. For example, Nike consider projects that are essential for their sustainability
strategy, therefore they designate around 20% of the budget to those projects. This stage can also
be used to eliminate projects in advance that are clearly deficient or they lack of enough data to
evaluate them.
Then, we continue with the individual project analysis stage. In this stage, we consider the
defined criteria and we suggest using the former model to assess the projects. The former model
allows the analysis and evaluation of each project separately, which in return results in the most
interesting list of projects.
Based on the list formulated in the previous stage, in stage optimal portfolio selection we
perform the integrated approach from section 1.6. This approach combines the AHP and the
Optimization models from Chapter 2, and integrates them into the Decision Support Tool. In
addition, in this stage the decision-makers can decide upon the setting they want to follow to
evaluate the projects: Deterministic or Stochastic.
Lastly, the adjustment stage provides an overall view to revise if the results are optimal or
nearly-optimal. This allows generating necessary adjustments to the portfolio based on DMs
judgments. If the changes cause a substantial difference from the former results, a re-calculation
of the portfolio can be made.
Strategy
Development

Project
Proposals

PreScreening

Individual
Project
Analysis

Projects
Database

Resource
Allocation

Optimal
Portfolio
Selection

Portfolio
Adjustment

Project
Development

Evaluation
Methodology
Selection

Successful
Completion

Figure 5-2 Integrated Framework for PPS process
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The last three stages from the post-process are to follow up on the projects development and
evaluate their performance. This generates information and creates at database that could help
the company in future portfolio selections. As well as generating historical data that serves to
define the uncertainty parameters.
The proposed framework aids to simplify and make an integration of two different
approaches, while having as a result the best set of projects that enhance the organization’s
sustainability performance. Because it is built on stages, it is possible to eliminate certain stages
if the organization finds it more efficient to do so. For instance, we could eliminate the individual
project analysis, and go from the pre-screening into the optimization models and still we have as
an outcome the best portfolio.

5.3. Findings
By including an execution plan, we provide the required information to implement the Decision
Support Tool. The plan includes a Roadmap with five steps that need to be followed in order to
implement or modify the DST. As we know, the objective of this tool is to aid the decision
makers in selecting the best sustainable portfolio. Therefore, we proposed an integrated
framework that involves a series of activities in order to support decision makers. Within this
framework, users in our case are free to choose the optimization model they find more suitable to
solve the problem, based on the organization’s strategy and decision makers’ objectives.
Through this, we are able to answer the first part of the sub-question no.4: “How to integrate the
Decision Support Tool into the existing model and what is the impact on the portfolio selection
performance?” After the framework is completed, we are able to assess the improvements in the
sustainable project portfolio selection process. Following from the results in chapter 4, we
address the second part of the sub-question, where we found there is a positive impact given that
the portfolio performance improved with the new DST process.
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6. Conclusion
In this chapter we state the scientific contribution built upon the answers to the research
questions, followed by business insights generated through the development of this thesis.
Moreover, we make practical recommendations to Nike and provide guidance for future
research.

6.1. Scientific contribution
By answering the research sub-questions we solve the main problem “How can the selection of a
sustainable portfolio be optimized under a dynamic environment considering budget constraint,
multiple objectives, combinatorial goals, and decision-making over multiple periods of time?"
RQ1. What is the current performance of the portfolio selection process?
Addressing this question helped to understand the deficiencies of the current DST and include
the additional elements that are needed to generate an optimal portfolio selection. Even though
sustainability is a matter of intangible factors and subjectivity is an important deal in the
sustainable portfolio selection, considering a mere qualitative assessment does not capture the
interactions among the factors, nor multi-periods effects that also need to be taken into account
during the selection process. We found that to generate an optimal decision-making, the tool
needs to combine objective factors together with past experiences and judgments of the decisionmakers. In addition, the level of subjectivity used in the tool depends on the company, for
example the chemical industry will need more concrete measurements given that their projects
consider higher risks.
RQ2. Which approach is required in order to effectively select sustainable projects?
In order to evaluate and select projects that enhance the portfolio performance, we need to
include the following elements: multiple objectives, budget constraint, combinatorial goals and
decision-making over multiple periods of time. The optimization models allow to include these
elements besides being an improvement to the ‘cherry-picking’ approach, which does not select
the best subset of projects to fund (Gabriel et al., 2006). Therefore, in Chapter 2 we modeled the
project portfolio selection using a MILP, DDP and SDP. Each of these models has a different
perspective to solve the problem, but they all allow a trade-off between the maximization of
utility to achieve the defined targets while strategically allocating the monetary resource.
The MILP and DDP models contribute to address this problem by incorporating the core
elements and evaluating the projects in a deterministic environment. The difference between
these two models is that DDP considers the optimal results in each period in order to generate the
overall optimal solution, while MILP has fix factors and are not linked between periods.
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On the other hand, if the decision-makers are not acquainted of the possible projects’
performance, it is necessary to consider the uncertainty within the model. Therefore, we created
a DST based on a SDP model, which includes variability on the projects’ performance. Through
this model, we address this gap and make optimal decisions on a stochastic environment. In
addition, the variability on the performance may vary depending on difference factors, such as
the nature of the project, period of selection and/or the industry, among others.
RQ3. How can the criteria be incorporated into the selection of a sustainable portfolio?
After the criteria to evaluate the projects proposals are established, we suggested an integrated
approach to address this question. The integrated approach refers to the combination of
mathematical models with a weighting method, where we proposed the AHP. This method
allows to assign weights to the criteria, which represent their importance built upon the senior
management beliefs. Together with each criterion it is important to assign a target, which allows
to incorporate the multiple objectives in the models. Additionally, in return the DST provides a
mix of the different type of projects, which is quite relevant for the company.
RQ4. How to integrate the Decision Support Tool into the existing model and what is the impact
of the portfolio selection performance?
For this sub-question, we contribute by proposing an integrated framework to create a more
efficient decision-making process. Following the steps in the framework allows to filter the
projects before entering the evaluation, in order to consider the significant projects, and
combines the individual assessment of the previous model with our proposed DST. In addition,
there is possibility of tracking the projects’ performance through their development. Based on the
results, our DST provides better performance than just evaluating with the previous model.
In conclusion, we designed an integrated approach to select the optimal sustainable portfolio,
based on theoretical and practical methods. This approach is a combination of AHP and
Optimization models (MILP, DDP, and SDP), where the decision maker can choose which
model they find more suitable to solve their project portfolio selection problem and/or make
comparison between the models’ outcomes. The models incorporate multi-objectives to assess
different targets at the same time, which in return allows the combination of goals to select a mix
of projects, a budget restriction that serves as an indicator to create a trade-off between the best
projects and the boundaries, and decision-making over multiple periods. In addition, the SDP
includes stochastic factors in the projects’ performance, which is relevant given that the
sustainability environment is quite uncertain. Furthermore, we contribute to scientific
knowledge, given that the integrated approach is applicable to solve other decision-making
problems such as: supplier selection problem, product selection problem, R&D portfolio
selection and personnel selection problem, among others.
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6.2. Business insights
Based on the analysis and results from our models, we provide insights to Nike that could also
serve as guidance to other companies in the application of our models.














The main drive of the proposed models of this research is to help companies to transform
their mindset. From selecting projects purely on financial aspects to selecting projects
based on the positive impact they could generate internally and externally. Through our
models, the decision-makers can rethinking the value of their actions in face of the
volatile circumstances and the evolving environmental challenges.
The proposed models are flexible enough to take into account the changing environment
of sustainable innovation. For instance, considering multiple periods give the opportunity
to run the models several times to make revisions in the middle of the fiscal year or if
more projects need to be assessed.
Companies usually pursue more than one target, therefore, our models consider
importance weights to generate the best mix of projects that achieve all the defined
targets (e.g. projects of CO2, waste, energy, etc.).
The models can suggest several portfolios based on the modification of certain elements,
such as: the weights, the budget, the objectives, the probabilities, among others. This is
useful for the decision-makers given that they can decide between several alternatives,
depending on their current business strategy.
The available budget might be considered more than a restriction, it can aid decisionmakers to capture other perspectives. For instance, provide indication of the necessary
budget to just achieve to the targets or to reduce the list of project proposals. This is
valuable given that decision makers may focused on the most relevant projects that will
enhance the sustainable portfolio performance.
Companies are used to pursue lower costs, however this not always provides the best
outcomes. Based on the results from the MILP model, we could observe that minimizing
the costs do not always brings the highest utility. Therefore, it is important to define
concrete objectives and follow an optimization of utility if necessary.
In sustainability decision-making, potential uncertainties may include variation due to the
innovations used, ecological impacts and/or economical expenses consequences, damage
or benefits to the consumers’ experience, among others. The aim of SDP is to explicitly
interpret these uncertainties and provide more insights to support decision-makers.
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6.3. Recommendations
Based on the analysis and results from this research, we make the following recommendations to
the companies:
1. Collect the necessary information from the projects proposals
In order to run the models properly and be able to do the evaluation of the projects, it is
necessary to have the complete information and ensure the fit between the linked data. This
information includes the definition of projects together with their type, their estimate per
criterion, and their cost of investment. At the same time, the identification of the available budget
per period and the targets they want to achieve at the end of the planning horizon.
2. Re-assess the criteria weights
If the company is willing to invest in different environmental projects, it is necessary to reevaluate the weights, given that the current ones do not make any justice to the waste projects.
Therefore we propose to keep the criteria weights flexible and assess their importance
periodically.
3. Follow the integrated framework to implement the DST
The steps in this framework can vary per company, depending if they want to simplify or
accelerate the process. However, we consider important to follow a process where the projects
pass through the pre-screening before entering the optimization models. This will allow to focus
on the projects that could be potentially selected and be of great benefit for the company.
Moreover, after the projects are selected and being executed, it is important to keep track of the
development of the projects until they are completed and even afterwards to realize their true
performance. By this means, a database could be generated to create knowledge for future
selection processes.
4. Balance the different preferences from stakeholders
The objective of the proposed tool is to be used as support for the decision-making. After the
results are provided, the last resolution is made by the decision-makers. Therefore, it is important
that the results from the DST are discussed among the stakeholders, given that there might be
different opinions about the outcomes and they should be a consensus in order to make a proper
final decision.
5. Extend the scope
This project is focused in one specific location (Nike EMEA). However, the same type of
problems might be presented in other sites inside the same company. The methodology
developed in this research can easily be applied to other Geo’s. By following similar approaches
in different parts of the company will lead to the identification of best practices that can be
applied in a global level. This will allow to increase the efficiency and optimize the global
sustainable supply chain performance.
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6.4. Further research
In this section, we identify two relevant points that deserve future research:
Reduce DPs complexity
Even though our DP approaches consider less projects and criteria than the original problem, if
all the sets were included the complexity needs to be reduced. One way to decrease the
complexity is to eliminate the available projects state and include it as a constraint, where
projects can only selected once per period.
Uncertainty based on historical data
In reference to the SDP model, relying purely on expert’s opinion is useful; however their
judgments could be biased, and could not reflect the situation realistically having a direct effect
on the optimal selection process. An approach for this, as said before, is to keep track of the
projects development and evaluate the outcome as some point in the future. Another alternative,
is to do benchmarking with similar projects in the industry and generate an estimation. This
insight will be valuable to have enough information to define the probability distribution, which
allows to generate more accurate estimations that lead to a superior selection of projects. In
addition, having historical data may aid to create different project segmentations due to their
level of innovation.
Uncertainty on criteria weights
An evaluation of uncertainty on the criteria weights will bring the assessment to another level.
The weights from the AHP are based on the stakeholders’ opinions; however there might be
cases where the variations of interests need to be taken into account. This approach will consider
the uncertainty decision-makers have when they are required to assess a specific factor, while
having higher levels of confidence (Hauser & Tadikamalla, 1996).
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Appendix
A. Description of Project Portfolio Selection methods.
a) Benefit Contribution models - These models are commonly used in the traditional portfolio selection.
Archer & Ghasemzadeh (1996) defined the project benefit as the measurement in terms of
contributions to a number of project or program objectives. This includes methods related to:
economic return and risk analysis. Economic returns looks at net present value (NPV), internal rate of
return (IRR), expected value (EV), among others. Risk analysis consists of decision theory/ Bayesian
statistical tree and decision theory combined with influence diagram approached.
b) Scoring models - Archer & Ghasemzadeh (1999) mentioned that these approaches use a relatively
small number of decision criteria, such as cost, work force availability, probability of technical
success, etc., with the purpose of specifying project desirability.
c) Unique synthesis criterion approach - Zardari et al. (2014) described these methods as the aggregated
of the different points-of-view into a unique function which will be optimized. Some examples are:
AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process), ANP (Analytical Network Process), SMART (Simple multiattribute rating technique), DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis), Fuzzy theories, among others. In
addition, these methods use criteria weights in their aggregation process, which can be subjective or
objective.
d) Outranking methods - Zardari et al. (2014) defined outranking methods as a development of a
relationship called an outranking relationship, which represents the decision-maker’s preferences. The
relationship being explored is to support the decision-maker solve his/her problems. Some examples
of these methods are: ELECTRE (Elimination and Choice Translating Algorithm) and PROMETHEE
(Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluation), and their variations.
e) Optimization models - The optimization models are used to select from a list of project proposals a
set that provides maximum benefit to the firm (e.g. maximum net present value, minimize waste).
These models are generally based on some form of mathematical programming, which not only
supports the optimization process, but takes into consideration project interactions such as resource
dependencies, budget constraints, technical interactions, or program considerations (Martino &
Martin, 1988). Also, some of the models support sensitivity analysis due to its importance in making
choices when the portfolio is being adjusted (Archer & Ghasemzadeh, 1999). Some examples of
optimization models are: integer programming (IP), linear programming (LP), goal programming
(GP), dynamic programming (DP), and their variations, among others.
f) Simulation optimization - Carson & Maria (1997) described this technique as the process of finding
the best input variable values from among all possibilities without explicitly evaluating each
possibility. The objective is to minimize the resources spent while maximizing the information
obtained in a simulation experiment. Some of the methods are Monte Carlo simulation and Tabu
Search (TS), among others.
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B. Comparison of project portfolio selection methods.
Adopted from Archer & Ghasemzadeh (1996)

A comparison of Project Portfolio Selection Methods

Y
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S-M
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S-M
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User-friendly
Interface
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2015)
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Y
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programming
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(Azmi & Tamiz,
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(Ghasemzadeh &
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Y
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C. Description of characteristics used at the PPS methods comparison
The following descriptions are adopted from Archer & Ghasemzadeh (1996).
Project/Portfolio Characteristics
Multiple Objectives: More than one objective may be considered simultaneously in making portfolio
selection decisions. The objectives will depend upon the organization’s strategy, but the criteria should be
uniform across the entire project portfolio.
Project Interdependence: In some situations, projects may not be independent of each other, so it is
important to evaluate them as a whole and not individually. They can affect one another positively but
also negatively.
Mutually Exclusive: If some projects are related to solve a particular problem, then just one of them
should be selected. Optimization techniques can handle this type of constraint.
Resource Limitations: Their allocation depends on the method used, for example in AHP the projects that
are top ranked have priority. In other methods, they resources can be part of the constraints, in order to
allocate them.
Qualitative Attributes: Those criteria that usually are not expressed in a quantitative way, for example:
consumer attitude, brand image, decision-maker’s perspective, etc.
Number of Projects: The number of projects that can be considered during portfolio development depends
upon the technique used. Typically the sizes are as follow: S (small – less than 10), M (medium – 10 to
less than 30) and L (large – 30 or more).
Uncertainty: Uncertainty is defined as the inaccuracy in the estimates of resources requirements, risk, and
any other parameters associated with a project. Additionally, uncertainty is related to the unknown
performance of the criteria, taking this into consideration assimilates real-life scenarios given that
parameters are not always determined in advance.
Decision Support Characteristics
Sensitivity Analysis: This provides a means of measuring how robust the objective function is to changes
in these parameters. If it is sensitive to particular parameters, then attention must be paid to improve the
accuracy of parameter estimates.
User-Friendly Interface: As decision makers are responsible for making portfolio selection, the computer
interface must be very easy to use, and should present information in a highly understandable manner.
Overall Perspective: Selecting a project portfolio is a strategic decision, and the relevant information
must be presented so it allows decision makers to develop an overall view of the portfolio.
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D. Optimization models description
Mixed Integer Linear
Programming






Aim is to maximize a linear
function of certain integer
and continuous variables
subject to a set of linear
equations and inequalities
(Beattie, 2013).
The formulation contains an
objective which is optimized
and one or more constraints
that need to be considered to
find the best solution.
The optimization can be
about maximizing the total
utility or minimizing the total
cost. In the latter, the
constraints should include
the achievement of targets.

Goal Programming









Multi-objective
programming.
The decision maker aims to
minimize the deviation
between the achievement of
goals and their aspiration
levels. The excess or
shortfalls of any of the
variables can be penalized
(Tamiz, 1998).
Involves any linear, integer,
zero-one, or non-linear multiobjective problem, and each
of the goals is attached to a
weight or a priority level
which is in accordance to the
preferences of the decision
makers.
When attributes and/or goals
are in an uncertain
environment and they cannot
be stated with precision, the
model would become Fuzzy
Goal Programming (Azmi
& Tamiz, 2010).
Fuzzy GP uses possibility
theory as a way to comprise
uncertainty, which is an
alternative to stochastic
theory. This type of method
allows the decision maker
who cannot precisely define
goals to at least express them
using a weighting structure
that is not limited.

Dynamic Programming












Deals with multistage
decision problems that
involve making a sequence
of interrelated decisions.
It provides a systematic
procedure for determining
the optimal combination of
decisions.
There is no standard
mathematical formulation.
Rather, DP is a general type
of approach to problem
solving, and the particular
equations used must be
developed to fit each
situation (Mafakheri, 2011).
DP is basically concerned
with finding a combination
of optimal decisions over a
period of time which will
optimize overall
effectiveness.
When the model considers
uncertain events in the future
then it is called Stochastic
Dynamic Programming
(SDP) and the outcomes of
the random variables are
governed by a probability
distribution.
This method has the same
components as a
deterministic one; the only
modification is the state
transition equation. In
addition, uncertainty can
have an effect on the current
period’s contribution or the
next period’s state.
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E. Comparison of Fuzzy Goal Programming and Stochastic Dynamic
Programming

Fuzzy Goal Programming
Uncertainty
modeled





Advantages







Disadvantages



Possibility theory (FGP)

Clear solutions can be obtained
with reasonable time, requiring
less computing power and less
precise sensing.
Easy to understand and implement
in DST.
Considers multiple periods, via
iterative manner

Need for fairly detailed a priori
information on the DM
preferences.
It suffers the weakness of
insufficiently modeling the
interactions among objectives that
are necessary in a resolution of the
problem.
Drawing conclusions from FGP
may be misleading and redundant
(Aughenbaugh, 2006)

Stochastic Dynamic Programming


Stochastic theory (SDP)



It avoids the formidable computational
problem of evaluating all possible
combinations of variables.
It enables to arrive at optimal decisions for
the periods or stages that still lie ahead in
spite of wrong decisions made in the past.
Breaking down a complex problem into a
series of interrelated sub problems (periods)
often provides insight into the nature of
problem.
Can start with only little information and
re-used when more information is
available.












If we apply probability theory, adequate
historical data are required to estimate the
probability distribution, which sometimes it
is difficult to obtain (Riedewald, 2011).
Lack of general algorithm like simplex
method.
The biggest problem is dimensionality
(multiple states, problems and time
consuming).
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F. Mitroff et al.’s model for Operation Management
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G. Analytic Hierarchy Process
For every criteria a comparison is made to determine its importance relative to the others at its
hierarchical level. By normalizing all scales from the criteria, comparison between the criteria is
facilitated (Steffers, 2015). Following Tzeng & Huang (2011) methodology, after the
hierarchical structure is defined, we construct the pairwise comparison matrices as follows:

Where 𝑊 is a 𝑁 𝑥 𝑁 matrix representing the real performance values of the n alternatives, and
𝑊 is a reciprocal matrix. Thus 𝑛 is the eigenvalue of matrix 𝑊 and 𝑤′ is an eigenvector
associated with it. By the normalization of the eigenvector 𝑤′, the weights vector 𝑤 can be
determined. This needs to be done from every level of the hierarchy structure, until the last level,
where we estimate the global priority.
For more information refer to Tzeng & Huang (2011).

Hierarchical structure of AHP from goal to set of alternatives (Tzeng & Huang, 2011)
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H. Deterministic Dynamic Programming Algorithm

Step 0.

Initialization:
Determine the value function for 𝑓𝑇+1 (𝑠𝑇+1 ) for all 𝑠𝑇+1 ∈ 𝑆
With 𝑓𝑇+1 (∙) = (𝜶𝑻 − 𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑇 )) ∙ 𝜺

Step 1.

Start for 𝑡 = 𝑇 and solve for all 𝑠𝑡 ∈ 𝑆 the optimal-value function:
𝑓𝑇 (𝑎 𝑇 , 𝑦⃗𝑇 ) = {𝑢𝑇 (𝑥⃗⃗𝑇 ) + 𝑓𝑇+1 (𝛼𝑇+1 , 𝑦
⃗⃗𝑇 − 𝑥⃗⃗𝑇 )}
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝛼 𝑇+1 = 𝛼 𝑇 + 𝛿𝑇+1 − 𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑇 )

Step 2.

Choose for every 𝑠𝑡 :
𝑢 𝑇 (𝑥⃗𝑇 ) ∗=

Step 3.

argmax
0≤𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑇 )≤𝛼𝑇
𝑥⃗𝑇 ∈{0,1}∀𝑗=1,…,𝐽
⃗⃗𝑇
𝑥⃗𝑇 ≤𝑦
⃗⃗𝑇+1 ≥𝑍⃗
𝑣

{𝑢 𝑇 (𝑥⃗𝑇 ) + 𝑓𝑇+1 (𝛼 𝑇+1 , 𝑦⃗𝑇+1 )}

If 𝑡 = 1, stop; otherwise go to period 𝑡 − 1 and return to step 2 for the period 𝑡 −
1 instead of 𝑡 = 𝑇.
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I. Stochastic Dynamic Programming Algorithm
Step 0.

Initialization:
Determine the value function for 𝑓𝑇+1 (𝑠𝑇+1 ) for all 𝑠𝑇+1 ∈ 𝑆
With 𝑓𝑇+1 (∙) = ((𝛼𝑇 − 𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑇 )) ∙ 𝜀 + ℒ 𝑇+1 (𝑧⃗)
∞

𝑧𝑖

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 ℒ 𝑇+1 (𝑧⃗) = ∑ [𝑟𝑖 ∫ (𝑣𝑖 − 𝑧𝑖 ) ∙ 𝑤𝑖 d𝑔(𝑣𝑖 ) − 𝑏𝑖 ∫ (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑣𝑖 ) ∙ 𝑤𝑖 d𝑔(𝑣𝑖 )]
𝑖∈𝐼

Step 1.

𝑣𝑖 =𝑧𝑖

𝑣𝑖 =0

Start for 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇 and solve for all 𝑠𝑡 ∈ 𝑆 the optimal-value function:
𝑓𝑡 (𝛼𝑡 , 𝑦⃗𝑡 , 𝑢𝑡 ) = {𝔼[𝑓𝑡+1 (𝛼𝑡+1 , 𝑦⃗𝑡 − 𝑥⃗𝑡 , 𝑈(𝑥⃗𝑡 ))]}

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝛼𝑡+1 = 𝛼𝑡 +𝛿𝑡+1 − 𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑡 )

Step 2.

Choose for every 𝑠𝑡 :
𝔼[𝑢𝑡 (𝑥⃗𝑡 )] ∗=

Step 3.

argmax
0≤𝐶(𝑥⃗𝑡 )≤𝛼𝑡
𝑥⃗𝑡 ∈{0,1}∀𝑗=1,…,𝐽
⃗⃗𝑡
𝑥⃗𝑡 ≤𝑦

{𝔼[𝑓𝑡+1 (𝛼𝑡+1 , 𝑦⃗𝑡 − 𝑥⃗𝑡 , 𝑈(𝑥⃗𝑡 ))]}

If 𝑡 = 1, stop; otherwise go to period 𝑡 − 1 and return to step 2 for the period 𝑡 −
1 instead of 𝑡 = 𝑇.
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J. Nike’s value chain
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K. Nike’s Value Chain Footprint
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L. Criteria Framework
Adopted from Steffers (2015)

Waste performance
Environmental value
Emission Performance

Net Present Value

Criteria Framework

Economic value
Payback Period

Consumer Experience

Level of Marketability
Brand value
Level of Industry
Influence
Competitive Edge
Fit with Company
Competences

Risk
Prevention of External
Enforcement
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M. Criteria Description
Adopted from Steffers (2015)
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N. Pairwise Comparison (AHP)
Adopted from Steffers (2015)

Main criteria
Environmental
Value

Level 1

Economic Value

0.272

Brand Value

0.272

Complexity

0.162

0.294

Sub -Criteria
Emissions Performance
Waste Performance
Net Present Value
Payback period
Consumer Experience
Level of Ind. Influence
Competitive Edge
Level Of Marketability
Fit with Company Competences
Prevention External Exposure

Level 2
0.800
0.200
0.667

Global Weights
0.235
0.059
0.181

0.333
0.432
0.195
0.195
0.177
0.667
0.333

0.091
0.118
0.053
0.053
0.048
0.108
0.054
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O. Comparison of MILP vs. Former model
Set of selected projects
Proposed Selection
j

Projects

1

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T

Emissions
Waste
Reduction Reduction NPV (€ K)
(gr/unit)
(gr/unit)

50.48
47.95
42.91
40.38
37.86
32.81
30.29
27.76
22.72
20.19
15.14
12.62
10.10
7.57
5.05
2.52

2
2
2
1
-

5,000
4,325
3,425
3,875
2,750
3,200
3,650
1,850
2,975
4,550
2,075
2,525
4,100
1,625
1,400
2,300
1,175
950
500

Consumer
Experience
(7 Likert S cale)

Fit with
company
competences (7
Likert S cale)

7
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
1
6
4
5
4
5
5

Former
model

Min. Cost

Max. Utility

5
5
3
5
5
4
4
6
5
5
5
5
4
1
4
4
4
7
4
4

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Total

5

6

7
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P. Comparison of Total Utility of Former vs. MILP model

The utility of the MILP model is affected by the defined weights, where Emissions Performance
has the highest priority.
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Q. DST dashboard in Microsoft Excel

